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Letters To Editor
The following policy win
be adhered
to in the
Letters to the Editor
column on those letters
which concern the local
, option election which
is
now in the news. Only
letters signed by the writer
will be published and
letters must be held to
approximately 350 words
or less. All letters
published will carry the
name and address of the
letter writer. No names
will be withheld on letters

Bro. Aude McKee To ,,
,.--i
.4,eittald 7t4fe tiii.t02, I
Close Ministry ,... ,
,- • ar Editor:
Here On Sunday
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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, February 27, 1971

In Our Ylnd 'rase

B•ll

Splits
Callowayf Thirty
Others In- Kentucky,
House

Upon the editorial entitled
bro. Aude McKee will be
urrayScabbard and Blade National
preaching his closing sermons at "Regrettable Decision" on page
Honorary Military Society will
the West Murray Church of two of the Thursday, February
launch the American Red Cross
Christ on Sunday, February n. 25th edition of The Ledger de
n the past twenty years: the 1971 March Fund Drive by
The services are at 10:50 a.m. Times, I felt a social obligation to
a
half-time
number of Federal cabinet posts conducting
and at six p.m,
point out a few logical
has increased from 9 to 12; the solicitation Monday night, March
The Murray minister has ac- peculiarities contained therein,
number of major independent 1, at the Middle Tennesseepreaching The article pertained to the
cepted a new
agencies has increased from 27 to Murray State basketball game,
assignment at the Valley Station Kunstler question at M.S.U.
41; the number of Federal em- according to an announcement by
Church of Christ located at 11408
The fourth paragraph exployees has increased from 2.1 Frank Wright, president,
Dixie Highway, Valley Station, presses the idea that freedom of
-;
million to 2.7 million; the Federal Officer in Charge will be
Ky. 40272.
speech does not permit one to yell
._
budget has increased from $42 Cadette Orba Carr, who will be
Bro. McKee came to Murray as "fire" in a crowded theatre. This
By Robert P. Dalton
plete rundown on the precincts chamber.
billion to over $200 billion; and assisted by other members of
minister of the West Murray notion seems sensible, but. I see
concerning the sale of
FRANKFORT,
Ky. (UPI)- that are put with other counties The House Bill split these
1965
August
in
the number of domestic Scabbard and Blade,
Christ
Church of
little connection between it and
alcohol in the city or
With both reapportionment bills and is in its final form.
counties:
county.
programs has increased more Spokesmen for the local Red
about six months after the church the question of whether or not a •
.
introduced, Kentucky legislators
The bill for re-districting each Calloway, Graves, Caldwell, .
than tenfold to approximately Cross Chapter said that they
was organized in Murray.
controversial speaker should be
are back home today discussing House was referred to the state Webster, Daviess, Hopkins,
'
were particularly pleased to have
1,400.
Since that time a new church allowed to speak on a college
the
outcome with the people who Government Committee in that Simpson, Warren, Metcalfe, Hart
a campus military organization.
building has been constructed on campus.The analogy, if one was
,
Hardin, Jefferson, Kenton,
helping with the drive due to the Murray
Doran Road. Before the building indeed intended, makes no sense. elected them.
The House proposal splits 31
Pendelton, Marion? Fayette, ,
Jacksonville, Florida increased long association of Red Cross
was constructed, the church rneT
In the ninth paragraph, you
•
•
counties and varies about 5 per
Franklin and Pulaski.
in population from 1960 to 1970 by with military services.
in the American Legion Hall,
state
you feel it is "con.over and under
. the I •
Also, McCreary, Meade, Clay,
163.1 per cent. Nashville, Ten- Bruce Thomas is the Calloway
Bro. McKee has also served as stautional" for Murray State to
•
mathemetical perfection for each Listed
Letcher, Floyd, Boyd, nessee increased by 162.1. Either County Red Crass Fund Chairmthe editor of the "West Murray set up any rules "within reason"
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
district's population. The Senate
metro governments or an- sn for 1971. Other officers are Dr.
Appeal", published each week bY if these rules are necessary for
The_ ....._lecond sermon on the Henderson, Morgan, Ohio, Perry
Accepted Masons will meet
bill splits
Was only seven counties and subject,"What Is The Church?", and McCracken.
nexation, plus normal increase. Clifford Eubanks, Murray State
the smooth administration of the is in the same range.
,,-" '
Monday, March 1, at 730 p.m. at the churCh. •
will be by Bro. Roy Beasley at the In the Senate the counties of . _
..University Chairman, and Mrs.
Bobby Witherington will be the school. This statement implies
the Masonic Hall.
The 138 legislators took a long 10:40 a.m. service Sunday at the Fayette, Jefferson, Kenton.
Bill Thurman, publicity chairminister of the West Murray that you know howsta define the
'Work will be in the Fellowcraft new
•
,
week-end,
recessing before noon Seventh and Poplar Church of Laurel, Madison, Rowan, and
.
Third oldest will be out of the man. All Red Cross services are
Christ starting in June, cryptic phrase "viithin reason.'
degree and visitors are welcome. Church of
Friday and will return at 8 p.m. Christ.
.
McCreary would be split.
funded through
voluntary
,
public is urged to hear Bro. Is your definition arbitrary?
Marines next month
The
A Third degree team from
•
Legislators say the bill in the
Ed A. Thomas will read the
donations collected during
McKee in his closing sermons at Paragraph five is vague too. Monday.
... to be
Paducah will be here on the third
Still
determined in the seripture from Acts 2:37-47. Senate will have an easier course
,
March, National Red Cross
the Murray. church on Sunday. a Are we to conclude that everyone
Monday in March.
Interim Committee bill for the
e Prayers will be• led by Howell than the House measure.
•,
church spokesman said.
Lady, the inside 'dog will be month.
•
who ever appeared on past Houseis exactly what
precincts Clark and S. V. Foy.
Rep.
Jon • Rickert, D- .
laments= years • old in August.
"Insight" programs was an will be taken ,
from the counties
At the six p.m.service Bro. Elizabethtown, told the House
—
.
undesirable type? You say "when that were salit.•
Beasley will preach the second Friday that public hearings on " "' '
the,7 are of the type who have The Senate
Red
bill has the com- sermon on the subject, "You the reapportionenent bill might
4
• There are 2149 items flying
- appeared in the "Insight"
,
•
•
Hear Such Strange Things Mx* be_held before it is voted on.
There
have
been
•
, • - 'around in space.
_... ._
pray occasions, Chen
-----!WO
'
- The Chlirch & Christ", with-teerTe - - • ert headed":that-Interim - .space shots including the last
' we think it tithe to call a halt on
tr- 1111100PS
Hill reading the scripture from Subcommittee that worked out
Rev. R. A. Stinker will teach them." M.S.U. president Harry
' Apollo shot and most of themSOUth ' V iel
Luke 1r:14-20. Prayers will be the measure. The head of the
the mission, study book, "Pie Sparks has appeared in past
earth to disinhave fallen to ea
led by James Lamb and Amos Senate sub-committee, Sen.
Diakonic Task" at the First "Insight" programs.
tegrate.
Five juveniles were cited for Hill
.,
Wilson Palmer, D-Cynthiana,
Baptist Church on Wednesday, .Paragraph six implies that you curfew violations
last night by Josiah.
• lead the song said
•
.• • •
•
action
was
no similiar
Darnall
. will
.
March 3, at seven pan., ac" are capable of defining obscenity. the Murray Police
Department.
Fellow says he remembers when
By BERT W. OKULEY
during the Laos campaign and cording to Mrs. James 'Carlin. You stated that Dick Gregory The Police also cited one service and Jun Gough will make considreed in the Senate.
20 years ago was a lot longer ago SAIGON (UPI)-Communist U.S. casualties in air support mission study chairman for the delivered - some "obscene person for no operator's license the announcements.
By splitting more counties, the
r -.•
than it is today.
House bill has raised more
diatribes" so I conclude you do and disregarding a stop sign, and
forces besieged South Viet- operations stood at 40 dead, 3.1 WMU of the church,
TO ADDRESS LEGISLATURE
---- controversy among the 100
thamese troops at two outposts in wounded
and
18 missing, This study is a part of the ob- Mow what constitutes obscenity, another person for public
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Pres- representatives
•
lead t
and mayo
Laos today, bombarding them according to unofficial figures. servance of the week of prayer
drunkenness, disorderly conduct,
Down through the years, we have with heavy mortar and rocket In Cambodia, government for home missions. The public is Paragraph eight begins "we and drunk and disorderly, ac- ident Nixon will address a joint len th debate.
of the Iowa Legislature
g y
learned that it is far easier to fire throughout the night,
troops called in nighttime air invited to attend.
, have heard and read too much cording to the citation reports. session
d
•
during
his one-day trip to Des ii
criticize someone else, than to The Communists drove the
Rev. Stinker is a retiredlabout whether something is Friday at 12:05 p.m.
,r,..
city
Moines Monday to promote his
make an original contribution. South Vietnamese from one
general field director of tbe constitutional or not . ., ." How police were notified of thethe
....
`--tisaed-"Page Eight)
theft of revenue sharing plans:
Board
of
State
Baptist
Missions
justify
deciding
does
man
one
base Friday. The government
an auto transmission , and a The President will also meet
.
Kentucky and an approved when we have heard toe much shifter from a 1966 Chevelle four
Dynamicin
Congradulations to Mrs. Will forces were evacuated from "D
worker for the Home Mission about aytthing? Only an oinz we!ed parked behind Hatcher the governors of Iowa, Illinois,
Stark who observed her 96th Landing Zone Ranger South by
Mi uri and Wisconsin during
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., will
•
Board, Atlanta, Ga.
birthday on February 26. She is U.S, helicopters-the
nipotent would be qualified to ,Auto Sales. Pat Sc
th third outScott told the
He spent thirty-two ears with make such a decision. In tlik police that the theft occurred his visit. The White House speak on "To Set The Mind" at
the mother of Mrs. Sally Whitnell post to fall in a week.
HeY
willb be Dr.
the the State Mission Board cf same
,
and now is at the Puryear Nur- Only two government bases -Dynamic Religi
paragrpah, you mention the sometime between 1:30 a.m. announced Nixon will visit the morning worship services %t 1-Baptists in Kentucky during right to quit. What about the right Thursday and noon on Friday, Rochester, N.Y., next Friday to 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. at the First
sing Home. She is a member of were ,,left north of Highway 9 subject of the sermon . y .
discuss his domestic programs United Methodist Church on
the First Christian Church.
which leads from Vietnam into Frank N. Tinder, interim which time he traveled more than to attempt to amend?
according to the police report. with area officials.
for
the
10:45
minister,
Sunday.
,
a.m.
a
miles,
and
million
half
and
Laos. South Vietnamese troops
In the tenth paragraph you,
At the evening worship service
•
backed by American air power service Sunday at the First visited one third of the 2200 state that any person of high
seven p.m. in the sanctuary,
.
usical Program
moved into Laos Feb. 8 to cut Christian Church.,The scripture Baptist churches in the state. He standing has something to say
Dr. Dodson and David Garrison
also traveled extensively for the which would help us "understand Apollo
the Ho Chi Minh Trail, the will be Matthew 25:31-46.
The subject for the five p.m. Home Mission Board, covering this world better." In the
will participate in a dialogue
Communist supply route to the
sermon. The special music will
sermon will be "Jesus And Or- an area of eighteen states from beginning of the 17th paragraph,
South.
be under the direction of Paul
wi
scripture Delaware to California,, lecturing
A special musical proy-am will But in the past few days dinary People'' with
I4 you state that -This does not
Shahan.
be presented at the Memorial bitter fighting has been going from Mark 12:35-44.
on mission work. He has spoken include any communists or
,
The Senior High and Junior
..
Baptist Church on Sunday at 6:30 on in the area of Highway 9 Christopher Clopton will be the in at least one thousand churches revolutionaries here in our
High Youth Fellowship will meet
p.m. by members of the St. several miles inside Laos, worship leader and Jill Austin during his ministry.
two
Republic."
These
•
will be the candle lighter. Elders
at 5:45 p.m. for supper with
John's Baptist Church.
Rev. Stinker received his statements, when considered
causing heavy losses on both
serving- Sunday will be Rupert educational training at Camp- together, seem to say that if you
separate programs following.
Rev. Timberlake is the pastor sides.
_
Parks and Dr. Ralph Woods.
of the St. John's Church and a
bellsville College, Western live in the U. S., and are a
Deacons and Deaconesses will University, and Southern Baptist communists or revolutionary, SPACE NENTER, Houston have ta be guaratine.
special program has been The U.S. command in Saigon
All three
_
reported the loss of two more be Glenn Card, 0. B. Boone, Jr., Theological Seminary. He and his' then you cannot be of high ( UPI )-Apollo 14 astronauts teams of spacemen isolated
after
planned by the group.'
Iat a
Rev. Jerrell White. Pastor of helicopters in Laos Friday, both Elmer Collins, A. B. Crass, M. C. wife are members of the First standing. You seem to be or- were declared free of "moon moon trips have shown nosigns
i
the Memorial Church, invites the of them OH6 observation craft Ellis, Johnny Quertermous,JohnServices
Baptist Cchurch in Murraydeciding
what germs" and released from whatever of possible conbitrarily
public to attend this special supporting the South V ietna - Reagao, Mrs. Wayne Sheeks, and
The speaker also taught the characteristics one must have to quarantine half a day early lamination by moon germs.
The lesson-sermon on Sunday
mese. Three Americans were Auburn Wells.
Berry said Roosa lost
,
service.
same book at Sinking Spring on be "of high standing." How do Friday.
•
wounded in thedwo crashes.
Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs. February 24, and will teach it at you justify setting yourself up as -I'm just glad to be back in pounds during.
the . nine-day at the Christian Science church,
17th
and
FarNorth
located
at
So far, 34 American aircraft Glenn Card, Mrs. Rubye fFar- the Cherry Corner Cchurch. on
but
moon,,
the
journey
to
o
astrotempted
to
the
again,"
said
world
I
am
an authority?
have been officially downed Tiler, and Mrs. Greg Miller.
ombs-Carroll Meet
a pound and mer, will be "the 'joy' that comes
March 17.
conclude that "Regrettable naut Edgar D. Mitchell, sport- Shepard
the unselfish love Christ
je
Decision" was written out of ing a full beard he started in became -the first man in space from
sus called for and demonso."
do
to
the
out
of
stepped
he
as
and
space,
intellect
was
--!'fr.'1's,e:
not
• ' - -..'
• ,,
emotion and
cr, —
••a,. - , :-.
• -i)
0
strated", according
' to a release
. .
MILES
JU ==
in itself a regrettable decision. isolation quarters with fellow Berry said Roosa's weight
An organizational meeting for •
•,. ''''*'''':X\ ,d.,,:
--, .
B. She- loss was not medically signifi- from the church.
Alan
voyagers,
moon
,
persons interested in supporting
=
-'
,.
.
—
- '• " ' TAN AP
paid Jr. and Stuart A. Roosa. cant. "He just wasn't all that Scriptural readings will be
Respectfully,
Bert Combs for governor and
•
I
-. a:
.'t.,.-: eltd':•
•
—
given and readings from
Roosa, wearing striped jeans hungry," he said.
. W. Craig Carman
Julian Carroll for lieutenant- 'A" -d.:,,,,
MY CAN \.
- •,.. .. -:••-: :
.
was -surround- After an awards ceremony at --science arm riemin wan ney to
shirt,
knit
a
and
governor of the state of Kentucky
,
:
.
:" ,C•ts_t
i
,,,,,,Z-2.
ed by his wife-and his four the Space Center today, the the Scriptures" by Mary Baker
will be held upstairs at the
Dear Editor,
children as be emerged from 20 astronauts will travel to Wash- Eddy will also be heard.
Murray City Hall on Tuesday,
MU GIA
quaratine.
ington Monday for news confer- The public is invited to attend
March 2, at seven p.m.
Rather than pointing out the days in
RAI DINH.
PASS %
•,• ,
ences and special congressional the services at eleven a.m, on
he
back,"
be
great
to
It's
All interested persons are
of
language
obviously biased
Sunday.
/. NA PHAO
recognition Tuesday.
invited to attend, a spokesman
your editorial of February 25 in said
,
.1
said.
which you attacked the M.S.U. Apollo. 14 Commander SheStudent Government for its pard said "everything we see
DONG HOI
c
success in convincing the M.S.U. seems to indicate more and
\Quirks
d/Na--7‘
Board of Regents that the newly- more what a really great
ORTH'
\
,
-.)-- •
12 days and then subjecting
PICK MATURE MAN
instituted restrictive speaker mission Motto 14 was."
1.44 Frees Inierestiosal
- VIETNAM
LEICESTER, England (UPI) them for hours on end to ,
DMZ
rescinded, I A latecomer to join the
should
be
policy
I. . .would like to call attention to the astronauts in quarantine, space , -Students at Leicester Univer- loudspeakers blaring out the
-• ---4
.
"-,
0 VINH
,.... -•---k.,
••••-•
,
----t
Showers and
-7
11".
Kentucky:
'
'
your technician Nancy J. Klein, 22 sity have picked a 50-year-old latest results with a backnature of
`,.illogical
-40- . 7•1....--N-'''
vrAiewet...„.tt,
'
grandfather to be president of ground .of betting shop noises .,
possible thundershowers east
argument,
also was released. She had been
_,,
,,,,v,,,,.., '
1 t•Z_
1ANDING:4. -.. ., IiiN HA______"1 RIVER \111
portion this morning. Cloudy and , Your belief that quitting oraered into isolation after she their union. He is Wilf Dillon, and commentaries., So far,
-•gSllik,,tM.,N..„
turning colder today becoming
something because one does not pricked her finger Thursday on who has been studying politics there has been a 50 per cent
GIO
...e..
like it is a principal freedom a needle while injecting eggs for two years. The students cure rate. "After listening to all
clear to partly cloudy and colder
said they chose him "because that for up to 12 hours a day,
tonight. Sunday fair and cool.
granted by ihe Constitution, is with Apollo 14 moondust
we felt he'd make mature they just get "bored with
is
no
mention
in
the
Highs 40s and low 50s west to
wrong.
There
QUANGEgambling," a doctor said.
upper 50s and 60s east but
Quirt-UM-of quitting. I hope The astronauts originally had decisions."
•
.
7
-Aivl yr.,
46.
4iL .:,...crerikir
TR I
lowering to upper 40s and low 50s
tha you will come to realize that been scheduled for release this
LO
TRAFFIC DISRUPTED
this afternoon. Lows tonight in
quitting solves no problems. morning, but Dr. Charles PROPER NAME
UPI -The 52d.
LOND0a•
GRAVESEND,
England
P
roblems are only solved by Berry, director of medical
the 30s. Highs Sunday in the 40s.
LAO
BA LONG
•
UPI) - The pretty blonde
people who work to find a operations at the Manned year-old man reported to police
solution. People who do not agree ,Spacecraft Center, said the a buildup of gaseline in a skipped seductively up the main
TM SOUTH
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
tivigoth\
.9UANG
with your way of thinking and Friday release was authorized carburetor exploded and road Friday, wriggling in front
I
HO CHI
Extended weather outlook for
your way of life are not all by a contamination committee wrecked his brand-new car. The of astonished motorists, clad
"zr•
VIETNAM
'
-MIR
.
MINH
man's name is Eugene Bangs. only in a tiny bra and panties.
Kentucky Monday through
quitters. Most of the god of scientists.
eA
Then, as quickly as She
-TRAIL
changes and progressions our -We are confident we have N ,* ,,,‘,
WednesdaY!
. ,,.
1.61appeared, she, disappeared_ A
Showers developing again
country has made have come no illnesses in any of the sar....,,G CURE ,
... ,
Wednesday.
I.IVER POOI„ ngland 1 UPlz police spokesman said: "We
and
Tuesday
from the work done by men who crewmen ,er anyone quaranwere not willing to quit, but were tinot with thm _biologi„liv in. ---7-A local hospital has launched havep't a clue what she was
Warmer Monday and _Tuesday
_•
a program to cure betting up to, hut we ariyinst had a
•
willing to strive for whet they anything else," Bert said
turning i'older Wednesday. Highs
addictsday admitting them for chain collision on our hands."
believed was better. One way to Berry said this could
in the 40s and 50s. Lows in tpe 206
possibly
and 30s.
HERE'S A CLOSEUP LOOK AT THE TOPOGRAPHY WHERE THE ACTION IS
(Continued on Page Eight I
he the last time moon voyaga will '
.::5**49:*:1***>•:5":t:5""::":""""
'
":"""::
'
:
":.:44.:.:44."".???P;P
'
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Forces Beseige
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___
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Juveniles CitedBy The City Police

At 2 Outposts Today
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Images from outer space
MC;4211;"::•:. •

ESP contact claimed with astronaut

THEFT CHARGE CLEARED

LONDOn ( UPI)—A 22-year
old second cousin of Quee
Elizabeth has been cleared
theft charges.
Francesca Fogarty was ac
husband,
her
with
cused
Kieran, 22, and a friend,
Nicholas Cole, 23, of stealing a
flashing police beacon during
street celebrations last April
a soccer victory by the Chelsea
Coub.
A jury Monday found her
innocent, but her husband and
Cole each were fined $120 plus
$36 costs after pleading guilty
to the charge.

.
3Ass:Es C. WUIAMS. PUBLISHER
Editor,
the
to
Letters
CHICAGO ilJP1): Olof Jonsson, asAdvertising.
reject
11157
Sometimes the schedule appeared to
to
right
the
reserve
We
be slightly off, Jonsson said. "I felt
Or PUblie Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best tronaut Edgar Mitchell's partner in exthere was an interruption but I tried to
Interest of our readers.
trasensory perception experiments in
take what he (Mitchell, was thinking
RATIONAL REPRF-SENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 1508 space, says he received clear images of
aefore and after."'
Madison Ave. Memphis, Tenn.; Time a Life Bldg.. New York. N.Y.. experimental cards from Mitchell and
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mick
Jonsson said while none of the exfelt some of the emotions experienced
perimental "transmissions" occurred
for
Kentucky,
Murray.
Office.
moonwalkers.
Post
's
by Apollo-14
Entered Daily at the
while Mitchell and .apollo44 command1802 • 1885
transmission as Second Class Matter
er Alan B. Shepard engaged in their
Jonsson, a Swedish-born drafting enFrench Dramatlat
of
some
feel
could
moon
two
he
walks,
Poet and Novelist
BUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 35e, per gineer who sale. he became aware of his
what they felt.
Month 61.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 66.60; extraordinary psychic abilities when he
Zones 1 as 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $8.00.
"WHEN HE WAS on the moon I felt
was six years old, said he believes as a
the
emotions," he said. "It was exciting
reception
that
experiments
the
the
b
of
result
Community
a
of
Asset
-The Outstanding Civic
they were very much impressed
and
possiIntegrity of its Newspaper'
-very
of ESP from outer space is
with the landscape."
ble."
Jonsson said he watched the moonwalks
with his wife. Betty, but the
SATURDAY—FEBRUARY 27, 1971
"We will have to repeat it many times
television image did not assist the feelbefore we are sure and analyse and
ings he received from the moonwalkers.
He said he also "felt some of the
study the results, probably with comatmosphere inside the capsule" when
puters. But I think the experiments
;AL
were probably successful."
Mitchell did his part of the experiLEDGER a TIMES FILE
ments,
Cont. from 2:00
Jonsson described his experiment
-Scientists chose Jonsson for the exOlof Jonsson displays cards
"with Mitchell:
of his demonstarted
because
periments
%hie)) he used in conducting exse'hind everY.s CI"
Deaths reported are Orlando Magness, age 77, Benton Route
Mitchell carried five standard ESP
abilities. They will study the notebooks
ELLIOTT GOULD
periments in extra sensory per"successful" (11011
experimental cards on the Apollo-14
Three, and Mrs. Dixie Nix Washer,age 74, Murray Route One.
he and Mitchell kept, ionston said. He
IN A 0550 L WOLPER Production
Edkar
arstonaut
nding
eith
ception
underSta
command module. Each card, the size
said he did not know whether the
A new anthem, -Sing, Rejoice Unto The Lord, For He Hath
MY...WIFE"
Apollo-14
the
during
LOVE
Mitchell
"I
results would be made public.
g
.00111011 • •
Done Marvelous Things", commissioned by the First Methodist
of a playing card, is white with one of
TK.SC01.0e• X4110
•uNIVIPISAL
mission.
or ?brae.
one
was
on
black
anthem
in
The
outlined
church.
the
Sat
shapes
five
or two • • •
Church will be presented March
Jonsson said he believes every percircle.
square,
a
are
shapes
96,
92,
side. The
composed by Paul Shahan and is based on the text, Psalms
son has ESP ability and that it can be
cross, star and set of wavy lines.
and 98.
taught_ and developed, but the _student
Jonsson demonstrated his abilities
needs a teacher and a great deal of
"BARBARA" Rated X!
Dr. H.C.Chiles showed slides on Latin America at the luncheon
MITCHELL CARRIED one of each
with the ESP cards for a reporter. He
Late Show
went into a hallway and after "making
card. At scheduled times during the
time to work. Mrs. Jonsson has develmeeting of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
cont ac t," successfully identified 10
flight—none on the moon's surface-oped some ability in the three years
The pictures were taken while on his trip to the Baptist World
out of 10 symbols as the cards were
Mitchell would choose a card at ranthey have been married, he said.
Alliance at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
placed face down on table.
dom, record it in a notebook and conMr. and Mrs. Theron Erwin, 1668 Calloway, Murray are the
Carey Caraway, a Chicago-area ar"Conditions must be right," Jonsson
centrate on it 15 seconds. He repeated
SAT. & SUN. cont from 2:15ESP
the
of
parents of a son born at the Murray Hospital,
president
is
who
chitect
said. "You have to feel the harmony,
the routine 25 times during each of six
Jonsdescribed
Foundation.
Research
the contact" in order to demonstrate or
scheduled sessions.
MQN.
& TUE. shown at 3:30-6:00 & 8:30
son's ability as comparable to a huge
participate in ESP.
Jonsson. at his suburban Chicago
most
of
abilities
the
"and
transmitter
----44ing the reporter to place the
home, meditated about half an hour
people are like a tiny receiver."
deck hztemd her- and place her thumb
prior to eack -schedaled reception sesonly
the
is
Jonsson
said
Caraway
on the to card, Jonsson missed a
sion. trying to determine the card
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
individual he has met who can consistcouple, but then identified several corMitchell had. He recorded his impreslabounder
abilities
exhibit
ESP
ently
rectly. "I'll bet you $100 the next two •
sions in a notebook.
ratory conditions.
are a circle and the wavy lines," he
"At times I was 100 per cent sure,"
JONSSON SEES images, like a picsaid. Thesc were.
Mrs.Cleve Calhoun,cahirrnan of the Murray High PTA's moral
Jonsson said. -I saw the card clearly.
ture coming out of .a dark area, he said.
'I only bet money when Pm sure,
The picture comes nearer until it is
and spiritual guidance committee, said the eight grade has been
But coner times the Image was
he said.
--ARC.HER WINSTEN. /Yew TorkPosi
clear. He said he sees things in color.
blurred."
Oven the PTA's five dollar award for the best Sunday School
year.
school
the
attendance for the first semeater of
COLUMBIA PICTURES
Wayne Flora attended the Sheriff's meeting in Louisville and
S.
Fined
LE'ITERS"IEDITOR,
was accompanied by Perry Hendon who attended the OVC
IRVING ALLEN PRODUCTION
basketball tournament.
The Calloway County Homemakers Clubs will have a family
Dear Editor,
RICHARD
ALEC
party March 2 at the Student Center of the Liberal Arts Building,
Murray State College.
GUINNESS
HARRIS
for
program
swimming
The
A double page spread congratulating the Murray State College
Abrams sent his deputy, Gen.
Several persons were charged, beginners at M.S.U. held from
By BARNEY SEIBERT
Throoughbreds on winning the OVA Tournament is published
V011111.ell
C. Weyand, to
pleas of guilty, and were 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. on Mondays SAIGON (UPI)—U.S. involve- Frederick
entered
today sponsored by various merchants in Murray.
fined in the City Court of City through Fridays is in its third run ment in Indochina suddenly has Phnom Perth for a first-hand
U.
TECHNICOLORP(PAIRA‘ ISION•
Judge William Donald Overbey, at the university. This program begun to escalate again despite look at the situation.
The day after Laird's arrival
4r
during the past two weeks. was instigated as a community President Nixon's decision to
a must fan
Records show the following oc- service to the public because of let America's Asian allies fight in Saigon he went Assistant
Deputy Defense Secretary Den- It's an epic, a terribly relevant page of history
curred:
the expressed need of the com- heir own wars.
LEDGER a TIMM IrUM
Charles Edwin Miller, driving munity for such a program. The In quick succession, the nis D. Doolin to Phnom Penh. illuminated brilliantly!"
while intoxicated, amended to $1.00 admission fee per child is to American military establish- Adm. Thomas H. Moorer,
reckless driving, fined $100.00 cover the cost of the university ment here has started flying chairman of the U.S. Joint
costs $10.00.
lifeguards and other small in- AH1 Cobra gunships,.F4 Phan- (lids of Staff, went to the
Eldridge, cidentals.
Nelson
Charles
toms an 852 Strategic bombers Cambodian capital the day
Deaths reported this week are Miss Mary Jane Stubblefield,
intoxicated, The people of Murray may not in support of South Vietnamese after Laird left here.
while
driving
age 71, Charles T. Eaker, age 53, Mrs. Laura C. Hale, Mrs. Ludie
to
visit
Laird's
During
amended to reckless driving, realize that the swim program operations on Cambodia's HighOutland Bushart, age 34, Mrs. Pearl Smith, age 54, Charlie L.
fined $100.00 costs $10.00.
pool was set up way 4, put helicopter-carrying Saigon, the South Vietnamese
M.S.U.
the
at
held
Jane
Emily
84,
age
Mrs.
Stubblefield, age 54, H. N. Edwards,
John G. Poole, driving while and started voluntarily and is run ships off the coast of Cambo- asked for an additional $35
Lamb, age 83, and Marshall Lindsey, age seven.
amended to reckless voluntarily by college students. dia, and started a daily airlift million in aid and in return
intoxicated,
The Kentucky Public Power League was organized here by
driving, fined $100.00 costs $10.00. Parents and teachers of the of arms and ammunition to the agreed to help the Cambodians
of
for
the
West
purpose
Kentucky
of
officials
city
mayors and
Michael Lynn Pierce, public children who sign up for this Cambodian' Capital of Phnom reopen Highway 4, which U.S.
securing the enactment of legislation in the next session of the
fined $20.00 costs swim program fail to realize that Penh.
military officials considered
drunkenness,
Kentucky Legislature whereby cities of the Commonwealth may $10.00.it is not a right of the child to It has accepted for considera- vital to Cambodian survival.
Ends Ton ite
acquire TVA power. Officers are George Hart, Murray,
rkley Cole, driving
William
But military sources said the
in this program, but a tion a Saigon request that it
president,'C. P. Mabry, Hickman, vice-president, and L. J. while intoxi ated, fined $100.00 belong
be
to
- Diary Of A Mad
decision of the college students pay for the salaries and per operation has proved
Hortin, Murray, sicretary-treasurer.
costs $10.00.
involved in the organization of diem allowances of South slower and much more difficult
Housewife" P
Members of the Varsity Debate team at Murray State are Billy
Burkeen,
Brent
David
There is more Vietnamese troops fighting on than expected, and apparently Open, 7 pm Nitely ,
Lipford, Ralph Crouch, Rayburn Watkins, William Keister, Ray speeding, fined $10.00 costs the program.
had
also
Vietnamese
paper work and responsibility ha Cambodian soil, and it, has the South
1 pm Sat. & Sun
Mofield, Wells Lovett, William Allen, Jack Drerey, Winston $10.00.
running such a program than the agreed to pay 100 per cent of wrung promises of U.S. air
SUN.-MON.-TUE."
Starks, Adron Whipple, J. E. Choate, and Frank Hoffman. Prof.
Adm.
11 50 & 75'
Herbert Glen Calhoon, reckless community seems to understand. the direct military costs of the support, if needed.
Of
•
A. C. LaFollette is coach.
driving. fined $10.00 costs $10.00. Unnecessary phone calls to operations.
P
Miss Dorothy Nell Futrell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Steven D. Bindert. reckless school administrators, principles
THE DEADLIEST MAN ALIVE.. TAKES ON A WHOLE ARMY'
Visit By Brass
The Almanac
Futrell, and Scott McNabb,son of Mr. and Mrs. Leland McNabb,
driving, fined $100.00 costs $10.00. and the college are creating a The escalation apparently
Press International
United
were married February 15 at Paris, Tenn.
By
Danny Lynn Darnell, reckless
The Hazel High Schools Lions won the Calloway County driving, fined $10.00 costs $10.00. nuisance to these people and was decided upon after two top Today is Saturday, Feb. 27.
putting this program in a bad military officers and a high- the 58th day of 1971.
MACLAINE
basketball tournament.
Reggie Franklin Winn, public light.
ranking Pentagon aide visited The moon is between its new
drunkenness, fined $20.130 costs
this phase and first quarter.
Also, some of the people of the Phnom
earlier
Penh
A iimivERSAL PICTUREasiamsimmisamarimig
$10.00.
community do not treat these month. They apParently accept- The
are
stars
morning
Newell Skip Crook, illegal college students with due respect
that
view
military
ed the
Venus, Mars and
possession of alcohol, fined for _having the foresight to American diplomats were Mercury,
Jupiter.
$100.00 costs $10.00.
relative The evening star is Saturn.
establish and maintain such a wrong
about the
Allen Dale Cunningham, wrong program. Many of the students do
strengths of the Cambodian Those born on this day are
"WILBUR & THE BABY FACTORY"
way on one way street, fined not even get a thank you from the
Love thy neighbor as thy self.--Mark 12:31.
army and the Communists, and under the sign of Pisces.
$10.00.
costs
$10.00
Only
will
he
his
mistreat
parents
neighbor.
If one does not love himself
ado One Under 18 Admi
—
thus about the relative chances On this day in history:
William G. Birch, wrong way
So, community of Murray, be for survival of the Lon Nol In 1931' Congress passed the
when we've been loved enough to love ourselves can we love
$1000
way
street, fined
on one
another.
thankful for what you have. The regime.
bonus loan bill to aid U.S.
costs $10.00.
students are bridging the gap to Throughout the autumn and veterans, overriding a veto by
Kerwick, you what are you doing for
P.
Michael
news President Hoover.
winter, while
early
disregarding stop light, fined them'
thru
accounts detailed the slow
In 1939 so-called "sit down"
. .p.•,...V
$20.00 costs $10.00.
deterioration of the Cambodian strikes were outlawed by the
John E. Ellis, disregarding
Mike Free
army, the U.S. embassies in U.S. Supreme Court.
Nominated
ACADEMY
stop sign, fined $10.00 costs,
Penh
by Carl !tablet Jr.
Phnom
and
Saigon
In 1939 the Battle of the Java
'
$10.00. continued to submit optimistic Sea began. When it was over,
for 516
AWARDS
Roger Dale Warren, speeding,
it is easy to tell the status of a man in a tuxedo. If
reports to Washington, diploma- the Japanese had sunk 13
'fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Including BEST PICTURE & ACTOR
tic sources said.
hiblack tie sits straight across his Adam's Apple,
American warships while losing
Edward Max Gore, reckless
Gen. Creighton W. Abrams, only two.
then you may assume his wife tied it for him. A bow
driving, fined $10.00. costs $10.00.
the U.S. commander in Viet- In 1963 Mickey Mantle of the
tie askew, however, means the man is single,
Michael Wayne McGinnis,
nam, was considerably less New York Yankees baseball
driving while intoxicated,
running away from his Trouble and Strife, or intent
-REM REED Owego r,,evote -rOotm ciconwoo 5 t -BE RNARO DR,
optimistic. He told American team, signed a contract guaranNC O& /Vows SyndicAt• I
wmm St hm..oNbi 1 Gonrwr New, 6...,,,
amended to reckless driving,
on proving that he has indeed grown up. that he can
friends in Saigon that the teeing him a salary of $100,000.
fined $100.00 costs $10.00,
five
COUA4111A
only
had
Pictuqf S Preserts a eas Prodxt,w,
army
•••..
Cambodian
dress himself if he has to
A thought for today: Ameri•
illegal
Moore,
William
1
effective battalions,' all of them can poet Henry Wadsworth
JACK NICHOLSON
possession of alcohol, fined
understrength. The rest of the Longfellow said, "Music is the
•'AnN aensitile woman knows that
$100.00 costs $10.013.
was
said,
he
army,
Cambodian
universal language of mankind,
public
Coklow,
Charles
man's independence is a myth."
no better than an untrained poetry their universal pastime --'16
days
twenty
given
drunkenness,
—Maxims for a Bachelor
1; --'
it
l
C (0,04 lc 4010
and delight."
I
in city jail, disorderly conduct,
Communists
the
1,
2
guard.
Nov.
h°07
given thirty days in city jail, last
411.
occupied the mountains sepaMiss Scott Named
suspended on condition of good
rating Phnom Penh from the
and Baby Boy, 214 College Ct., behavior.
seacoast and cut Highway 4, Jayne Scott, 1500 Chestnut, has
Murray. Mrs Sheila Oakley and
RRAT -21 Open 6:00-Start 6:45
over which most fuel supplies been appointed secretaryBaby Girt, Rt 8, Benton:Master SHORT-TERM MARRIAGE?
Adults. 101
11
gasoline treasurer for the Combs-Carroll
Admission - 9.00- •
had moved. By Dec.
Jason Winchewter, Rt. 5, ANNAPOLIS (UPI)—Two woNursery - 7
rationing began in Phnom campaign on the Murray State
Murray; Mrs. Nancy Mason, men lawmakers today drew up
Newborn Admissions
TONITE & SUN.
Penh. Still, the optimistic University campus. The an36, Wells Hall, MSU, legislation providing for marJaqueline Bisset
Baby boy Jackson ( Mrs (tacheal Box
e tor everybody'
WINNING
the two embassies nouncement was made by MSU
from
reports
1,
Rt.
girl
Jones,
Baby
Fred
Alin°,
Murray;
1,
Rt.
Jackson),
riage licenses which would
said.
sources
continued,
In
FflUI,
JORIME
New
Chandler,
Ferguson,
HardireMadison
co-chairmen Steve Wilson.
Ferguson Mrs Joy
.
expire after three years.
Sent Deputy
MISSING -- Mrs. Law
Concord ;Mrs. Annie Stalls, Rt. 2, The measure would permit. a
nauman,umpowneo
Wickliffe, and Don Nancy,
Rt 2, Hazel.
Kith
The day before Defense Murray. Miss Scott is a freshman
Mary Downs, 504 couple to choose the traditional Carpi, 37. daughter of a
Hazel Nits
Dismissals
Meliiin H. I,aird
Secretary
Ma
n
i
Philadelphia
Line
Grace
1,
,Mrs
Murray
Rt
Poplar.
Ramsey,
Mrs Geno1a
majoring in pre-med: Daughter
death do us part" license
Hardin, Mrs. Jessie or a marriage contract which Tamify, has been missing arriVed here earlier this month of Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Scott, she is
is sa\aessFoIesPIciu*t
Dexter:Miss Clarissice Thorn, Jones,
I COLOR r,(se
with
eonferences
U.S.
and
from
her
Princelon.
for
N..T..
a member of Alpha Sigma Alpha
- Rt. 1. A111:10 . Harry Gailand, Rt Thurman I expired. 600 Poplar, could be cancelled by either
home ,ince Feb_ 8
officials. social sorority.
South 'Vietnamese
2. Kirkse‘ Mrs Barbara Jezik Murra‘
parts after three years
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Attitudes Improved'
FOR CARS, PICK-UPS, & TRUCKS
Walker, the Houston manager, Then it isn't really that
FAVORITE
MARGIN
OPPONENT
ErVOR ITE
mAscrs
OPPONENT
has
taken
off
his
hard
hat
and
GAMES OF 3-1-71
GAMES OF 3-2-71 - CONTINUED:
different?
ALABAMA
put it away. MISSISSIPPI
PURDUE
I
MICHIGAN STATE
"The big thing is they don't
BOSTON U.
12
Not so many years ago, winter' He had to.
MAINE
RUTGERS
8.55x14 Whitewall
16
LaFAYETTE
7.75x14 Whitewall
have to run the mile in six
COLORADO
MISSOURI
4
SAN FRANCISCO
4
freezing
SANTA CL ARA pi
of
fears
meant
to most
-If
its
gonna
get
all
that
DARTMOUTH
minutes anymore," Harry
1
FAIR. DICKINSON
TEXAS
5
S. M. U.
8.25x14 Whitewall
6.85x15 Whitewall
pipes, hazardous driving, frozen grumbling and bitching, then
E. KENTUCKY
4
TENNESSEE TECH
T. C. U.
11
TEXAS A S PI
Walker says. "It wasn't just
morning
the
FLORIDA
columns
atop
cream
3
WEST VIRGINIA
it's
not
TEXAS TECH
worth it. This was more the mile. The thing was
8
RICE
7.75x15 Whitewall
7.00x13 Whitewall
GEORGIA TT LH
16
MANE
WAKE FOREST
milk and midwinter resolutions than the normal bitch."
14
MARYLAND
affecting their whole attitude ...
HOFSTRA
15
ADEL PH I
GAMES OF 3- 3- 71:
sure-to
to retire-next year for
What Harry Walker is talking Like those exercise gadgets.
INDIANA STATE
12
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
COLGATE
25
I THACA
Miami Beach.
about specifically is a rule the Hell, they said Ruth and Gehrig
ITHACA
IS
HAMILTON
DAYTON
6
MIAMI-OHIO
KENTUCKY
Nowadays, winter had an Astros had in their spring
9
AUBURN
De PAUL
1
XAV I ER -OH 10
never used them."
LASALLE
21
RIDER
FAIR.DICKINSON
11
ST. FRANCIS-N.Y.
added meaning; it's a time for training camp here the past
The Houston players seem in
L. S. U.
5
MISSISSIPPI STATE GEORGIA
3
ALABAMA
special kind for couple of years.
of
a
recreation
LOYOLA-N. 0.
18
PAN AMERICAN
unusually high spirits this
MARQUETTE
BOILING GREEN
16
have
who
Americans
millions
of
MAR(10ErIE
The rule said every Houston
10
CRE 1GHTON
4
N. Y. U.
BOSTON U.
spring. Maybe eliminating the
MOREHEAD
taken to snow for sport.
I
EAST TENNESSEE
. . . with recappable tire. New tire guarantee.
NORTH CAROLINA
10
NO. CAROLINA ST.
li)laver had to run a mile after
MURRAY
19- MID. TENNESSEE
OKLAHOMA
12
IOWA STATE
Forest owners, aware of this he finished all his other work six-minute mile is the reason.
NOIRE DAME
6
DAYTON
PROVIDENCE
ST. BON AVENTURE
3
SILENT TREAD, run them the year around.
new regard for winter, have for the day. The rule also said
PEPPERDI NE
7
SAN DIEGO
Scipio Spinks, a skinny
ST. PETERS
14
SIENA
lands
for
improved
opened and
SETON HALL
every Houston player had to fastballer of of Chicago, was
7
LONG ISLAND
SEATTLE
14
PORTLAND
SO. CALIFORNIA
14
such activities as skiing, run the mile inside six minutes. the
WASHINGTON STATE
SYRACUSE
9
NIAGARA
mile champ among the
SO. ILLINOIS
7
ILLINOIS STAY*. •
15
BOSTON COLLEGE
VA ,
snowmobiling, hunting, fishing, What the Houston players said
Astros.
STETSON
437
CHICAGO STATE
WEST VIRGIN IA
7
PITTSBURGH
plain about the rule would make you
just
trapping
and
Mounted On Ford Rims
TRANSYLVANIA
6
THOMAS MORE
WYOMING
AIR FORCE
6
there-snowshoeing put your fingers in your ears. "I'm glad they did away with
being
U. C. L. A.
8 'WASHINGTON
GAMES OF 3-4-71:
it,"
he
says.
"I'm
a
sprinter
around to see what birds have
VANDERBILT
1
TENNESSEE
E. KENTUCKY
1
MOREHEAD- KY.
Keeping Them Happy
anyway, not a distance man.
VIRGINIA TECH
14
GEORGIA SOUTHERN
FORDHAM
8
GEORGETOWN -D.C.
stayed behind.
Harry Walker has abolished Jim Ryun and Marty Liguori
WEST TEXAS
2
HOUSTON
4
LOUISVILLE
ST. LOUIS
enWinter activities are
the rule this spring and while never really were worried.
W. KENTUCKY
21
AUSTIN PEA?
10
MANHATTAN
IONA
couraged on most of 65.7 million he was on this abolition
WICHITA
3
TULSA
MARSHALL
8
GEORGE WASHINGTON
Scipio Spinks' best time was
Just put them on and you're ready to go!
GAMES OF 3-2-71:
MASSACHUSETTS
24
MAINE
acres managed by forest in- movement he also did away
5:15 flat-with a wind at his
ALBANY- N Y
29
OSWEGO
MID. TENNESSEE
7
MARTIN
dustries surveyed by the with all the "gadgets" in camp
back.
AMERICAN U.
5
GEORGE WASHINGTON NORTH TEXAS
3
TULSA
American Forest Institute two -the exercise
contraptions
ASSUMPTION
12
FAIRFIELD
NOTRE DAME
15
WESTERN MICHIGAN
years ago, and industry sources which were designed to convert BERLIN (UPII-East GerBAYLOR
6
ARKANSAS
SAN FRANCISCO
14
ST. MARYS- CALIF.
CHATTANOOGA
6
OGLETHORPE
SO. ILLINOIS
12
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
believe the figures have not every Houston player into Mr. man athletes equalled two
19
CINCINNATI
BUFFALO
VANDERBILT
7
L. S. U.
changed
markedly.
world records Sunday at the
America.
DRAKE
15
NORTH TEXAS
VIRGINIA
11.
SETON HALL
Trying to keep pace with "We've tried to eliminate na9onal track and field chamDUKE
20
CLEMSON
GAMES OF 3-5-71:
DUQUESNE
22
recreational whims, the inI everything that would get 'em pionships in
DETROIT
ARIZONA STATE
7
NEW MEXICO
Fast
Berlin,
El ILLINOIS
5
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
ARMY
21
ROCHESTER
dustries have opened public upset," says Harry Walker.
Anneliese Ehrhardt Jahns wor
FLA. SOUTHERN
1.8
CHICAGO STATE
COLUMBIA
3
PRINCETON
snowmobile trails. "I guess "Attitude is the No. 1 thing," the women's 50-meter hurdles
HOLY CROSS
1
ST. JOHNS-N.Y.
DARTMOUTH
8
YALE
something short of two million he says about his players. "We in 6.8 seconds and Renate
ILLINOIS
2
MICHIGAN
4
EL PASO
ARIZONA
INDIANA
9
WISCONSIN
HARVARD
snowmobiles will be in use this try to keep 'em happy. Nobody Stecher-Meisser won the wo+
5
BROWN
IOWA
8
NORTHWESTERN
N. Y. U.
2
LEH IGH
year," Ron Bourgeois, executive liked the mile so we dop't force men's 50-meter sprint in 6.0
JAC..KSONVILLE-F. 23
MIAMI - FLORIDA
OKLAHOMA S A1E
7
IOWA STATE
secretary of the U.S. Snowmobile 'emn to run it anymoh. That seconds to equal the record
KENT STATE
4
PENN STATE
OREGON
' WASHINGTON
Murray, Ky.
-51hints
Assicition's eastern region, told doesn't mean they're
LEBANON VALLEY
37
DREW
OREGON STATE
8
WASHINGTON STATE
not posted by Barbara Ferrell of
LONG BEACH
17
CENTENARY
PENNSYLVANIA
28
CORNELL - N I.
AFI. "We're aware industry has getting in their runni9g. They pie U.S. in 1068.
NEBRASKA
14
KANSAS STATE
RIPON
24
MONMOUTH
opened its lands to us, and still have to run, only it's
OHIO STATE
14
MINNESOTA
ST. OLAF
.17
GR I NNEL L
snowmobilers
think
OHIO U.
4
different now." •
WESTERN MICHIGAN
SO, CALIFORNIA
25
STANFORD
tremendous; we're alwayik How is it different?
TEXAS A F. H
5
ARKANSAS
U. C. L. A.
22
CALIFORNIA
•
SEASONS RECORD:
4159
MISSED-741
PCT-1t49
looking for more trails to keep
_
.
COPYRIGHT 5971 BY CARR PORTS -RATINGS SERVICE
our people off the roads. And "They circle the field onQe and
Ara
most of the trails are good."
r
that's, a quarter mile. Then
Perhaps the best and molt they all warm up and do
extensive trails are those opened another quarter. They play
by .Boise Cascade, which papper after that and run
0g RO L
TOE uNT I C SKAT
miles
maintains
and
marks
100
time.
a
third
around
the
field
the evening after dinner,"
WASHINGTON-President
President to popularize a sport,
And how does the Chief no doubt other Chief Executives more than 50 in Minnesota and At the end of the workout we
Nixon finds so little time to play
another 25 near Yakima, Wash., run 'em foul line to foul line
golf that he has decided to give it Executive, who usually bowls enjoyed bowling somewhere
where riders can glimpse elk eight times and of course they
up. The White House swimming alone if not with a family along the way to Washington.
herds outlined against distnat Mt. get their normal amount of
pool, which Presidents Kennedy member, feel about the sport? President Truman, who had
Rainier. The Minnesota trails- running working in the inField
and Johnson frequented for "Bowling is good for me about as many major crises as
running off a 100-mile "winter and outfield So all told this
bowl.
duck
out
and
because
I
can
exercise and relaxation, was
any modern White House oconly" road-are
on
the way they run maybe a mile and
covered over and the area made It presents a double challenge: cupant, used the bowling lanes,
not only are you competing but staff members who served Kabetogama Peninsula, which a half anyway. You know how
into a new press room.
the U. S. government has ear_
What sport then has become against another bowler, but under him say he had little time
_
marked for a national park, a
competing
against
the favorite and most convenient you're
for any sport.
over quickly
yourself to improve your score," It was President Eisenhower desingation that routinely ex- Suspense
for America's First Family?
cludes such activities as hunting,
NEW YORK (UPI) - MUT
: The Nixons are bowlers.
he says.
who moved the bowling lanes to
I pia•ing 54 consecutive error0
though
President the Executive Office Building in trapping and snowmobiling.
"The President likes to bowl Even
Another big activity on com- l'-s games at shortstop and
because it doesn't take much -Eisenhower's putting green may 1953 to make room for more ofI
time," says Ronald L. Ziegler, still be a major landmark on fices in the White House. Yet, pany lands is skiing-mostly hing the major league record,
cross-country. Some companies, the Mets' Bud Harrelson bobWhite House press secretary. Pennsylvania Avenue, bowling during
the Eisenhower and
1400,
I40
et
"He can easily slip over to the has now become the mainstay of Kennedy years the lanes did not however, have gotten into bled his initial chance on the
t1-1
game.
of
the
55th
first
pitch
management
downhill
slope
lanes in the Executive Office sports at the White House.
see much of the First Family. But
Harrelson remains in the recThe first bowling lanes were with the Lyndon Johnsons came and maintenance. The survey
Building across the street in the
showed 19 ski areas being ord books, however, tied with
afternoon, or bowl a few hours in installed during the Truman renewed interest in the sport.
the Chicago Cubs slick fielder,
Administration and originally "All the Johnsons bowled and operated on company lands. Dori Kessinger.
some
seven
with
tows
or
lifts
of
occupied the basement. They bowled often," says a former
kind. Of the acreage surveyed,
were a gift to President Truman aide.
half was open to winter ,sportson his 61st birthday.
"President Johnson was pretty
But bowling isn't that new to good," the aide says. "And Mrs. meaning skiing, skating and
•°
occupants of the White House. Johnson did not miss many days snowmobiling.
Hunting,,trapping and stream
Lincoln, for instance, favored bowling if she..could find the
and ice-fishing are other winter
ten pins as a sport suitable for time."
company
presidential relaxation and often
Knowing the complexities Of pastimes permitted on
11101
alli..6.
went bowling. While Eisenhower, being Chief Executive, it's easy lands. Of the total land surveyed,
-an avid golfer, was the first to see why bowling at the White 61.4 million acres are open to
hunters in season, and 49.5
House is an ideal sport for a
)_
=
trapping.
president. The lanes are but a few million are okay for
have the run of 63 8
Fishermen
steps from the President's oval
which the can Nancy
office and thus convenient in a million acres, on
streams drol
life where every minute counts., find 32,000 miles of
THE RADIO SAID,
I'M VERY
lakes.
821,000
acres
of
I'M
WHAT ARE
And in contemporary times it is
1205 Chestnut Street
example,
'RA /N TOMORROW'
GOINGPLEASED TO
for
In
Michigan,
YOU
probably the safest sport, inside
AUNT FRITZI,
HEAR YOU SAY
catch in 50
TO
0the privacy of a heavily guarded steelheads will be fair
I FOUND A
THAT
winter.
SAVE
the
D
throughout
TO
O
ITIN
H OIT ?
G
W
streams
building.
0
Asti
r
DOLLAR
ON
getting
IT
late
By contrast, golf involves/ an Ice fishing was
for your Drug, Prescription
THE STREET
FOR A
was thin, but
ice
started,
as
the
automobile or helicopter trip to
10f;1
RAINY
and Sundry Needs
the usual sport
Washington's Burning Tree Club, promised
"Nt
Ata‘
Snowshoe
winter
DAY<
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
the traditional course of throughout the
began to pick up in
presidents. It means a change of hare hunting
4a4rsmo
December, and fox and
late
clothing. And then it's all out in
were getting busy
the open, requiring elliborate coyote hunters
Trapping is in full swing,
security measures by the Secret too
muskrat, mink, fox and
-01•IvosP.with
Service.
•Posmo+01_,•••._
.•
fair for the taking
Moreover, bowling is a family raccoon
of
regulations,
state
Varying
sport for the Nixons as it was for
course, mean that what's legal in Th. Colonials
the Johnsons. Yet it was the
Michigan may not be in some
CAP.1 I &ET YOU
President's past familiarity with
WRiTING
other state. But, generally
IDSAIZ
LIKE
golf which led to a story currently
YOU 12.
the
snowbelt
across
speaking,
SOME
SEIZAA0t•-1,
making
the
rounds
in
from Maine to Washington, opTEA,
NO.
Washington.
YOu
JOHNIP
portunities for those who like
"Say, I shot a 67 today," Mr.
sues
J15winter recreation have never
ON YOUR
Nixon reportedly told an aide.
been better.
YES.
"A great game of golf," the
't----aide said admiringly.
"Not golf," said Mr. Nixon, Good in a pinch
AVM 'YOU
11ua.0„ (UPI) - Joe
00i.A012.-rABL-E,
"Bowling."
(ronin, president of the'Ameri:
6ElaMossi
DEAtZ
ASOuT,
can League, as player-manager
Saint Patrick's Day can be
OE.A1Z
BOTH $
of the Boston Red' Sox in
FOSTER -GETTING READY
your lucky day, if you
YES
TAMPA, Fa. (UPI) -Light 1943, hit a record pinch home
941
take your tax return to FEDERAL
heavyweight champion
Bob run in each game of a double
H & R BLOCK. We'll preAND
Foster will break training camp header against the then-Philapare, check and guaranSTATE
L'il Abner
Saturday and fly to Scranton, delphia Athletics. Cronin's five
tee your return, making
runs in that 194.3
pinch
home
every
Sunday
for
his
receive
Pa.,
prefight
you
sure
TELL HER AN
WHO OONIE
SHE GOT
physical and workout preceding season are another major
legitimate deduction. See
IS WA IT1 N',
THAT?
NO,MAU.
FAULT No
UP
league
record,
Ml6605
THANKS TO SWEET
04E
LADY KIN
Tuesday night's title defense
H & R BLOCK You'll be
•
IF
L111.,'ONE-FAUL-rs-INABYTHEM
ROTTENBRATZROTTF-NBRATZ. STAND."
glad we got together.
against Hal Carroll.
SM-T1t4
WIF
MA/4
ROTTEN
Mara
GUARANTEE
Steady Willie
BRATS,AH HAS Itsk/OYED
DRAT*?
jj We guarantee accurate preparation of every too return
or
penalty
MAH
FUST
OUT
arty
FRANCISCO
(UPI)
-NIGHT
SAN
If we make any errors that cost you
WESTERN GOLF TOURNEY
interest.
or
IN
YAPS
penalty
interest, we will pay that
When Willie Mays of the Giants
CHICAGO
I UPI)-The
Western Golf Association an- hit his 29th home KM 'in bity.•
the 17th.
HIR
nounced Thursday that the 1970, it marked
straight year that the Giant's
Benton
Woods
Country
,club
near
shikger, haskerashed 20 or more
AMERICA'S LARGEST TAX SERVICE WITH OVER 5000 OFFICES
Harbor, Michi 7111 host the
home runs in a season,-a new
7534284
Ph.
National Hotel Bldg., Murray, Ky.,
WGA's 69th amateur cham- major league record. Mays had
pionship
July
28
-Aug.
1.
The
-Fri.
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon.
21
shared the previous record, 16.
canc./3i.Western Amateur -was staged with Balm Ruth tam! Ted Wil
9 ti.m.-5 p.m. Sat.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY IMIINIMOIRIMR.- there in 1963 and 1965.

Sports Ratings
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Teacher Says Not Bad For Student To
Enter College Without Career Choice
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By PATRICIA MC COMMACK
Saturday, February 27
fears along this line to know
Shaker will teach
NEW YORK (UPI)-Your son
Alpha Department of the Rev. R. A.
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-••• "•••• •Ino. amp. moo.
support his view
studies
that
study book, "he
mission
the
school
high
in
or daughter
Club
will
have
Woman's
Murray
that it may not be a bad thing
Task", at the First
makes good grades, brings
its noon luncheon at the club Dtakonic
to enter college with an open
seven p.m.
home honors but perplexes you
with Mrs. Charles F. Hinds Baptist Church at
house
mind on a career choice.
score.
one
on
Miss Rozella Henry, Mrs. Harlan
Half Change Goal
Faxon Mothers Club will
The source of your anxiety:
Hodges, Mrs. Robert Hornsby; The
he
studies
The
referred
to
in
at 1:30 p.m.
child doesn't know what he or
J. I. Hosick as meet at the school
Mrs.
and
some aspects of law,
an interview showed that of
By PATRICIA McCORMACK trained in
she wants to be in life. How,
hostesses.
and in other
education
health
in
college freshmen who enter
NEW YORK (UPI)-Matronyou think, can this one make
making them valuable in
ways
up
made
who
with
their
minds
women
ly
about
grandmother
ly,
college count on the road to
of comprehensive
a career, 50 per cent have The Murray-Calloway County
know the conditions of the run- the delivery
career development?
preach-including
healthcare
the
at
their
career goals by Shrine Club will meet
down neighborhoods in which
"Very easily," says Dr. changed
ments about preventive medipotluck
A
time.
Hall.
a
graduation
in
Legion
recruits
key
are
live
American
they
Benjamin Fine, "if he has the
accident prevenDr. Fine has just revised his supper will be served at 6:30 p,m.
BURLINGTON, VT.
new attempt in New York to cine, of which
proper academic background.
hart.
a
is
tion
Be
to
housewives:
"how
book,
Accepted by
(UPI): Memo to
deliver health care to the
It's really not a bad thing if a
By Abigail Van Buren
Carpenter's Role
of Your Choice-in
Mcnday, March 1
Faith Prior, home econoneedy.
child doesn't know what he the College
University of
why carpenters-on a
the
But
with
Nurses
mist
70s"
Practical
the
The
rtrst
(Hawthorn).
members
Licensed
become
The
The women
until after
wants to be
Service,
DEAR ABBY: What does a girl do when she realizes she
Extension
team? Dr. Wise said
Vermont
health
room
brought
was
conference
out
10
edition
will meet at the
of teams that include a
graduating from high school."
married the vrrong man? I knew right after I married Tom
has some help for you if
they are called on to repair
County
a
said
He
-Calloway
revision
ago.
years
Murray
public
internist,
the
of
pediatrician,
the
of
Dr. Fine, headmaster
you're always looking for a
detrimental
(not his real name) that I should have waited for Roger (not
was necessary because it's a Hospital at 7:30 p.m.
health nurse, midwife,. dentist shoddy conditions
Sands Point Academy, a day
25-hour day.
landlord
the
when
his real name either). Roger was in the service at the time.
health,
today.
to
game
ball
different
psychiaand-occasionally--a
school for gifted children in
Three years later I realize that I still love Roger. My
refuses.
"There's no magic forone thing," he said, The executive board of the
"For
carpenter.
and
lawyer
trist,
it
says
N.Y.,
Port Washington,
Consider peeling paint from a
husband is good to me and our two babies and I really have
"student unrest has made col- Murray Woman's Club will meet mula for saving time and
The comprehensive health
energy," she advises. "You
It falls into child's
no complaints, but I feel so guilty not being able to return the
ceiling.
lege admissions officers reluc- at the club house at 11:30 a.m.
care involving all of these paid
have to develop your own
playpen or crib. Child chews on
love be gives me. My thoughts keep going back to Roger.
tant to accept applicants who,
for
model
a
Watch those
be
may
workers
that works best for
develops lead
I hear that Roger is still single. Should I try to get in
by their high school histories, The Lottie Moon and Kathleen formula
health care for families in low the paint chips,
your home and family."
to hospital.
rushed
is
pesky calories
poisoning,
indicate they might cause Jones Groups of the First Baptist
touch with him and see if be still feels the same way about
income settings nationwide,
WRONG CHOICE
Child recovers, is discharged
me? Or do you think it's too late?
She's written a pamphlet,
Church WMS will not meet
Older people need fewer trouble on the campus."
says Dr. Harold Wise.
and goes home. But a,repeat of
He basis this on a survey of 'tonight due to the mission study "What to Do About Housecalories than younger peoImaginative Program
DEAR WRONG: Don't try to get in touch with Roger. If
a
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which
he situation is possible.
work,"
admission's
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college
direcWednesday.
the
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Dr. Wise is director of
ple. The metabolism of oldhe still feels the same way about you for if you let him know
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The family health worker
tor nationwide. Jr.
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how you feel I. he might be encouraged to revive that love he
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board
executive
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Health
and they are less active.
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owe bad for you, then what would you have? Possibly an
it to the public health
reports
first "how-to" book Almo Parent-Teacher •
his
Since
program
N.Y. The imaginative
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However, the older person's
affair outside your marriage. Or a brakes marriage, which
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for college-bolind youths; Dr. Association will meet at the
such
eight
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he
other
and
need for protein
When and how well should
would be antair to your husband and children To seek
nurse orders the
Fine said it hies become more school at 1:30 p.m.
teams, each assigned to 1,500 Public health
nutrients, except iron, reIt be done?
happiness at the expense of another never works.
the scene. It's
on
carpenter
difficult to get into a good
55-block,
the
families within
mains the same as at age college-except for applicants
Chapter M of the P.E.O. • Question setups:
area the center prevegtve medicine.
urban
blighted
22, so it is important that from minority groups.
The carpenter attaches a
DEAR ABBY - I am 6 foot 4, weigh 240 pounds, am told
Sisterhood will meet at the home What's the best place to serves.
adequate meat be included
of vinyl or lineoleum to
sheet
"What has happened in the of Mrs. George Hart at 7:30 p.m. store
Fla good looking and I play college football. They all call me
started
teams
equipment
the
needed
ntil
in meals daily.
stopping the peeling
ceiling,
the
last 10 years with respect to
"lady killer," but when Igo out with a girl I'm the one who
and is the equipment all it
wo ing their territories, Dr.
Most women need about college admissions is a minor
should be?
Tuesday, March 2
gets killed. Valid you believe I don't know how to get
of the, families paint from raining down.
most
id
Wi
2,000 calories at age 22; revolution.
Dr. Wise said this demonstraThe Jessie Ludwick Circle of
anywhere with a girl? I get all the encouragement a guy in
were getting little at- i* health
1,700 at age 55. This ap•
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in comprehensive health
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I
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about
anything
Presbyterian
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don't
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but
mind
needs,
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his right
care. Frequently the car\e only
pears to be little change,
dou- will meet at the home of Mrs, tions: Am I dressed comget home I could kick myself Am I normal or not?
basis. That is, care costs around $155 per
crisis
a
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came
but those extra 300 calor- students and tuition has
bled. This has 'led to a great Stanford Hendrickson at 1:30 fortably? Is the room warni
CAN'T SCORE
ies are the dangerous ones.
when a man, woMan or' child pecson per year.
or cool enough?
They can quickly add un- trend to applications to public p.m.
broke a limb, it Was set.
DEAR CAN1': Every guy fumbles a little before he
wanted weight.
colleges where tuition is lower
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The older women, residents
a
Have
•
central
Clutter:
icons: bow to complete a pass. You need more experience. If
For example, if you are as a rule. Half the students Groups of the Christian
of the area- -they- serve, are
for
clutter,
spot
unclaimed
won't.
11 gays don't kill you, one girl
overeating by. only 54 cal- went to private colleges lU Women's Fellowship *ill meet al
trained to be family. health
such as a chest, deep drawories a day - 50 calories
A new line of pantyhose
ago; today,only 25 to 30 per follows: I with Mrs. Robert er or cupboard and as\ workers. Since they have a
years
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your
body
than
more
"guaranteed not to run,
is
your
medical
of
one
with
DEAR ABBY . Would you please ask
cent do."
Hopkins at ten a.m. and H
claimants appear, let him
better understanding of -the
up in energy - you will
matter what"- The- runno
experts what can be done about a face that has been badly
neighborhood than do the
--gain five pounds a--year — No matter-how difficult -IV Mrs. -rlyde Jones at-two pm. tir her dig out the Item.
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into
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seems
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are
scars
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My
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But consider this point
professionals • on the tearn, they
four sizes and eight colors.
hood clutterbugs.
Fine said there are plenty of
also. If you eat just 5() calstare at me something awful On top of that, my complexion
have an "in" with the people- One New York department
ories less a day than you
good, small liberal arts colleges, Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
is dark because I am part Indian and I have heard that if a
store sold 1800 pairs in just
and can know of problems
use up you can lose five
that will take a student with of the Rainbow for Girls will meet Feathered Gold
wise, five days. Other stores reonly
as
dark-skinned person has plastic surgery, the scars can be
erupt
to
about
pounds a year, without
Pull a carrot from the earth older women know in neighboraverage grades.
port the product from
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m
worse than what you started with. Is this true?
even trying'
Lo.
Hosiery
and find feathered gold in your
Chadbourn
I am 28 and female. I don't have much money, but if
hoods everywhere. ,
hand. Giolden carrots are comoff the counter."
"walks
help
Can
you
are
enough.
Dr. Wise said the women
there is any hope for me I could save
monplace among vegetables but
Tuesday. March 2
UGLY AND SAD
me?
how
greatly
they
our
enliven
of
Group
The Annie Armstrong
tables for color and flavor.
DEAR SAD: Ms medical experts agree that having a
the First Baptist Church will not Fresh carrots
are a good buy
dark this can complicate many cases of "sandhi('
meet tonight due to the mission at your market now. Did you
aro
by
is
but
it
surgery,
plastic
some
and
Wednesday.
onl
(dermabraid
study on
know that one medium-sized
means hopeless. You sbotild be examined by either a plastic
carrot provides more than a
surgeon or a dermatologist to determine what can be done
The Delta Department of the day's allowance of Vitamin A,
for you. You could be pleasantly surprised, so don't pot it off.
Murray Woman's Club will meet the nutrient that helps eyes adGood luck.
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with just to dim light, and keeps the
Misses Ruth Sextion, Kathleen skin smooth?
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FEELING BLUE": If you want to
Lassiter,
Patterson, Ruth
a
Make
feel better, do something for someone today.
Mesdames Wells Purdom, Sr., J
telephone call to some forgotten soul whom few remember.
11 Hosick, Alice Koeneke, and
Write a letter (bat be careful not to spread depressing news(
as
Hendrickson
Stanford
The recent Paris fashion
Call ow a slint-in. Jost find someone who's worse off than you
hostesses.
collections, which stressed
and cheer him up. You'll lose your blues. I guarantee it!
long skirts and dresses and
Department of the boned the mini and micro
Kappa
The
What's your problem' You'll feel better if you get it off
Murray Woman's Club will meet skirts, is hitting toyland. A
your chest. Write to &WHY, Box WIN, Los Angeles. Cal.
the club house at 7:30 p.m. with New York doll manufacturat
addressed
WM. For a persoaal reply enclose stamped.
Inc., is redeMesdames Ted Bradshaw, Glenn er, Jolly Toys
signing the clothing of its
eavelope.
Rogers, Lawrence Phtlpot, and dolls so that retailers can
BANISH WASHDAY-Wash a then the pile is not thick enough. Harold Hurt as hostesses
choose long or short skirts,
load any time or when clothes are Dept refers to the thickness of the
Hate 1* write leuers? Seed st to Abby, Box Sant LAS
needed. Most washable clothes carpet from top of pile to top of
Angeles. Cal. Imena, ler Abby's booklet. "How to Write Letiron themselves in the dryer. At backing. If other factors are
ters for All Oseadass."
home dryers have the right equal, deeper carpets usually
setting for "no-iron" results - wear best. It is wise to buy from a
Fruited Alaska
Barletta Wrather. 209 Maple St., reputable dealer who will stand
King Crab
Murray, Ky. 42071
behind his merchandise. Also,
Some
TOLEDO, 0. (UPI):
luncheon 'ena
delicious
For
++++
the very best you can afford
buy
of the 90,000 homemaker
• and this is especially important
tree, arrange „grapefruit segconsultants of the Nations!
ments, orange slices and sliced
WilY DO WE DRESS AS WE for covering rooms that get
Family Opinion Inc. wafit
avocado in individual lettuce- DO? Studies show that we choose heavy traffic. You can buy less
to know why manufacturlined wooden bowls. Top with our clothing for ii STATUS- expensive carpet for rooms that
ers don't-make spray
chilled sliced Alaska King crab Everyone has status, that is a get less traffic as bedrooms, but
starch in colors to elimiand Lemon French Dressing. If place or position in society. (2) family room, living rooms, and
nate white flakes on colthere are dieters in the group, BELONGING-In our wish to
ored clothing, put timers
hallways need the best you can
omit avocado and substitute a
on unit air conditioners,
belong, we conform to the dress afford. -Juanita Amonett,
low-cal dressing.
use a plastic in thermos
of our group. (3) 6tEAUTY- Paducah, Ky. 42001 Telephone:
bottle licit that won't melt
People respond to beauty. A chief 442-2718
or break, make iron-on
Cook fresh vegetables the concern about clothing is wheth4r
mending tape especially for
shortest time possible: long it is pretty. ( 4 I PRACpermanent press fabrics,
cooking means loss of nutnents, TICALITY-A practical attitude Did you know that moisture at
and make a product that
flavor and texture.
will re-ink typewriter ribtoward clothing makes us think of the neek of an onion may be a
bons.
cost, how it will wear, comfort, sign of decay? Look for clean,
etc. Si SELF CONCEPT-The hard, well-shaped onions with dry
concept of physical self and inner skins. The stronger-flavored
self exists within an individual onions are usually medium size
interacting to form a picture of and globe shaped. A cooked onion
the person one thinks he is. When (about 2l-z inch diameter) is
we make comments as, "This about 92 per cent water but
dress isn't for me", our self provides calclimi and vitamin A
concept is exerting influence on and other nutrients -Patricia
our clothing choice. 6) ROLE- Curtsinger. Courthouse, Benton,
Hwy, 641 So.
Each of us either consciously and Ky. 42025 Phone: 527-6601
+
subconsciously assumes several
different roles each day. Specific
types of clothing are often Space can be achieved in a
symbolic of certain roles. Nunes small kitchen by clever use of
uniforms, golfing outfits are outdoor furniture. Wicker,
examples of clothing expressing wrought iron, or combinations of
to others our roles.---Catherine C. the two-plus a glass top for the
Served Each Sunday
Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050 table displays your ingenuity as a
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Telephone:236-2351
homemaker. Try it'-Mrs.
++++
Mildred W. PotLs, La Center, Ky.
Tax
&
Dessert
Drink,
Including
42056 Phone: 665-5671
CARPET
2 PRICE FOR CHILDREN
1
/
4- 4 +
JUDGING
QUALITY-The quality of
Bring them to the carpeting does not depend on A good vegetable garden
Please the entire family
fiber. or construction methods as results from a plan---a plan made
restaurant where dining is a pIeasure Excellent
the less expensive carpets are before the garden is planted. How
constructed in the same way as large should it be? Plan for not
food, fine service homey atmosphere' Make it a
the more expensive The best over 1,000 square feet per person
Sunday habit
keys to judging quality are the in your family. Weeds, insert and
You
for
ions
Reservat
of the pile and the depth disease cooirol may be difficult
for
thickness
6
753-598
Dial
the pile. You can check this by n a garden that is too large.of
arid e Club, Parties, Banquets, etc
Griffin,
bending back a corner of the Maxine
Federal
Wide spaces between Building, Clinton, Ky 42031
carpet.
MOM. thru FRI. BUFFET - - '1.65
tufts indicates toe quality, When Telephone 653-2231
(Including Drink and Tax)
\SS •
N%\\\S \\\\N\\\\\ • \\N
\\Ns
you can see a lot of the backing
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Older Women Residents Of New York Are
Members Of Special Health Care Teams
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Boating

4(J

By JACK WOLISTON
NEW YORK (UPI)-Unless
a new-boat buyer has something specific in mind, he may
have a hard time making a
choice this year.
A survey shows he will have
3,726 stock-model boats to
select from-54 more models
than in 1970.
These range from a tiny
4-foot water sled up to an 82foot auxiliary sailboat. And
the price range is just as wide.
The tags start at $18 for a
small inflatable boat and go
all the way up to $575,000
for a luxurious 57-foot inboard cruiser.
It's easier if the prospective
buyer has in mind the specific
type of boat he wants. It also
helps if he knows how much
he wants to pay.
The survey, conducted b)
magazine for its
Boating
Annual Directory of Boats
and Equipment, gives the following figures on the various
types of pleasure boats:
--Inboard Boats: There are
594 models. Size range is 10
feet, 4 inches up to 80 feet.
Prices go from S975-$320less
than last year-up to $575,000.
The latter figure is $245,000
more than in 1970.
-Sterndrive Boats:
599
models. Size range is 14 feet,
10 inches to 36 feet, 3 inches.
Low-end price is $795, $804
less than last year, and spirals
up to $35,000, $5,000 more
than in 1970.
-Outboard Boats: 811 models. Size range is 7 feet to 24
feet,5 inches(13 feet, 5 inches
shorter than in 1970). Prices
start at $60, go up to $5,235,
compared with $99 and 1-7,190
— in 1970.-Cruising Sailboats: 474
models. Size range 14 feet to
range 11-,308
to $168,000. Latter figure
is a jump of $58,000 over last
year.
-Day and One-Design Sailboats: 326 models. Sizes
from 7 feet to 38 feet. Prices
from S114 to $9,500. The
$114 Model is a lateen rig
that's ready to sail.
-House and Pontoon Boats:
245 models. Sizes from 10
feet-to 7(1 feet and prices from
$500 to $125,000.
' -Rowboats, Dinghies, Canoee and tipaskity Boats: 543
wide's. Shies from A feet to
4$ feet and prices from $29
to $29,950. The top-priced
model is a 43:foot workboat.
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Spring in
February

Mother Nature proved to be invariable this past week as she
created weather temperatures jumping from a low of 23 degrees
on Saturday, February 13, to a high of 72 degrees on Wednesday,
February 17, and continued with warm weather in the 60's
through last Saturday, Februar) 20. The warm weather and sun-
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Photo by Andrew Grundy
shine oil Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday drew many
Marshall Countians outside. In the case of the fishermen above,
the warm weather and good fishing waters of the Tennessee River
below the Kentucky Cam helped fill quite a few hours and quite
a few fishing stringers.

Short Shots-from Lilt
Turkey Permits Available
Eagle Tour to be Held
The public is invited to par- Hunting permits for the spring
ticipate in a guided tour to look wild turkey hunt are now
for eagles in Land Between the available at the Land Between
Lakes on Saturday, March 6. The the Lakes information office in
tour will begin at Center Station Golden Pond. The gobblers only
in the Conservation Education hunt will be held on April 15, 16,
Center at 9:30 a.m. and terminate 17, 22, 23, and 24 in the Kentucky
Frankfort, Ky., —A law en- Pollution office. Peter Pfeiffer, around noon.
_portion of Land Between the
forcement training school for from the Department will be Bald and golden eagles are Lakes north of U. S. Highway 68
field personnel of the Department lard, while Mercer Peters and among the more than 200 species with the exception of the Conof Fish and Wildlife Resources Woodrow Smither will represent of birds that have been identified servation Education Center and
will be held at Lake Cumberland the other agency. Charles in Land Between the Lakes. other posted areas. Legal
Stale Park, Jamestown, March 1 Bowers, director of Fisheries, These majestic bird.s migrate to weapons include shotguns and
through March 5, and at Lake will be on the afternoon program the area in the fall and can often muzzleloaders not larger than 12
Barkley State Park near Cadiz, concerning field personnel be seen along the coves and bays gauge or smaller than 20 gauge,
on March 8 through 12, Minor fisheries activities and Arnold of Kentucky Lake and Lake and longbows. The tree permits
Clark, commissioner, Depart- Mitchell, director of Game Barkley until late March when will also be available at the
ment of Fish and Wildlife, has Management, will discuss the they usually fly north.
hunter check stations on the
announced.
game management program. Forty-two eagles were sighted mornings of the hunt_
Identical programs will be held James Durell will talk on game
last Saturday in Land Between
at each camp with represen- habitat late in the afternoon and the Lakes during the annual
tatives from the Federal Bureau the night session will _concern 'Mississippi Valley Midwinter
of Investigation; Water Pollution Conservation Officer ResponSubimpoundments Open
Bald Eagle Count. The
Control Commission; U. S. sibilities under Kentucky Law. ticipants made an official count
Department of Interior, and from This phase will be under direction of 11 adult bald, 29 immature Three subimpoundments along
offices of the Department of Fish of Robert Clark Stone of the bald, and 2 adult golden eagles. the Lake Barkley shoreline will
and Wildlife as principal Kentucky Law Enforcement
mppen March 1 for fishing. Honker.
speakers in the five-day course. Council.
Those persons interested in the Energy, and Bards Lakes are
All officers and other Depart- Wednesday morning will be guided tour should bring closed during the winter season
ment personnel will attend given over to interviews and binoculars and hiking boots. to provifie protected water for the
management
sessions, but the forces will be so interrogations concerning the Center Station will be open at 9 waterfowl
split that an adequate en- FBI with Special Agent Walter R. a.m., giving interested visitors program. Hematite Lake will not
forcement personnel will remain Spooner in charge. In ,the af- ample time before the tour to open at this time due to a conin each district during the ternoon Marvin C. Evans, Special view the new series of in- tinuing program to control plant
FBI agent, will discuss collection terpretive displays recently pests which have covered the
sessions.
The meeting will begin on and preservation of evidence. installed.
lake surface for the past two
Marcb. 1 at Lake Cumberland Leo Badger, U. S. Game
years, stunting the fish
with Lint. Enforcement Director Management agent, will talk on
population.
The Friday morning sessions
A. H. Henson giving the opening Federal Law on Search and
will
again feature agents Spooner
General
Pugh;
session.
Robert
night
Seizure
at
the
remarks.
and
Evans on Case Preparations
explain
The Thursday morning and
Location
Electric Co., will then
Acreage
Lake
new techniques in radio com- afternoon sessions will be on and Court Testimony. Ad- Honker, 190. Conservation
journment
will
be
at
noon
on
Crime Scene Investigations and
munications.
Education ('enter
Tuesday morning programs will Spooner and Evans will be in Friday. The same program will Energy 370. Crooked Creek
be
presented
at
Lake
Barkley
feature talks by members of the charge. Badger will continue his
Bards 320, Brandon Spring
March 8 through 12.
Department and of the Water program on Thursday night.
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HUARD ORR
01ST. CO.
1109 Pogue Avenue
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I)i-it-yourselfers
have a
choice of :i43 kits and Plans
put out by 18 different companies. They can build almost
anYthing from a 7-1/2-foot
runabout to a luxurious 72foot cruising ketch. Prices
range from $5 fOr a 'set of
plaits for a
- -boat -to
$9,950 for an inboard cruiser
kit.
'
A sailboat is still the most
pop-utar type (4- boa--I for the
do-it-yourselfer. There are
plans, kits, and hulls for 147
differenfone-design,daysailers,
and cruisers. Just two manufacturers put out do-it-yourself sterndrive and outboard
boats, but they offer 99 different models. There are 69
inboard cruiser models and' a
number of houseboats, rowboats, C&ROP-8- --and specialty
boats.

By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
With its brilliant red top- times, no more and no less.
knot flashing like the pennant The,name, "'ideated," comes
of a bullfighter, and with from the Latin, pileus, which
nimble, witty Ways; the great means crest.
pileated woodpecker ably
But by whatever name it is
qualifies as a harlequin of the called, this great black, white,
woods,
and red-feathered bird is a
About._ the.,size of a_croir valuable creature to have
and twice as interesting, this around. It not Only: protects
wonderful bird is a self-. squirrels and other small game
appointeEL-_-_-guardiaa
_r_the.: aninnk-.14-7.the woods-from
woods and an accomplice of illegal hunters, but it is also a
conservation officers. It is protector of the trees. Each
thoroughly hated by most year it consumes hosts of
poachers who swear that as beetles and carpenter ants that
soon as they enter the woods, would otherwise rt's great
especially out of game season damage to valuable' u,nber.
or without a hunting license, With a strong, heavy bill
one of these big birds will spot shaped at the end like an oldthem and follow them about fashioned screwdriver, it bores
the woods uttering loud cries deep into the trunks and limbs
of alarm. Aware- of this to snare and withdraw insects
peculiar habit of the birds, chewing on the wood.
The .big woodpecker's
some, game wardens say they
alvimyt -Invoestigate their cries excavations also serve as homes
and by doing .so Ira* -appre- and nesting sites for countless
downy woodpeckers, bluehended illegal hunters.
The pileated woodpecker birds, nuthatches. chickadees,
has several names. In some and screech owls. Flying
places it is known as the squirrels and gray squirrels likewise use the holes as dens and
places of refuge when danger
threatens.
This scarlet-crested woodsman is perhaps the noblest of
all birds that dwell in the
forests of Eastern United
States. Its ringing call is
untamably wild and as one
naturalist once wrote, is about
as "close akin to human laughter as any other sound of the
forest." It is also One bird that
"wood hen." In her lecalities a naturalist doesn't have to
it it called -the log cock. search for upon entering the
Sometimes it is called,, the woods. If there is one in the
"Gnod G-otr bird: -Tint last vicinity, it will find him first
appellation stems from its and announce his trespass with
Staccato warning cry which, by a loutLICa-ka-lca-ka-ka!" Whe n
exercising the imagination a this burst of untamed laughter
bit, does sound like "Good is heard, the naturalist has only
God! Good.- God!" repeated to remain still. In a minute or
over and over .again. Still so, he will be most likely
another name it the "12-stroke awarded by the sight of an
woodpecker.'This comes from ebony projectile tipped with a
-its habit-of landing on the side flaming-red spearhead speeding
of a dead tree and whamming in for a closer look at the
the wood exactly a dozen intruder.

LIBERTY
Super Market

* Alpas

* Cherokee

* Alumacraft

* Fabuglas
* Monark

Bulk Distributor

All Makes of Guns

Murray, Rentueky

HI

AS AN EXCUSE, probably,
to get into the papers, Jungle Gardens in Surasota.
Fla., comes up with this —
'!Miss Outdoors of 1971."
She is Jenny Elks, real
fetching at 35-23-36 and 5feet•41, and apparently she
likes the outdoors because
sq./nisch of her is out in it.

WARD - ELKINS

to' USED CARS

WERBLE TAYLOR

-Inflatable Boats, Life
Rafts and Folding Boats: 134
models. Sizes from 4-1/2 feet
to .19 feet and prices frdka
818 to $2,040.

Outdoor Lore

NA-CHURS
Liquid Fertilizer

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
—CHINS and AMMUNITION

JOHNSON MOTORS
Sales and Service
tiew Concord, Ky
Phone 436-5496

CHEMICAL
CO., INC.
-PROMPT, SMCLSNT SERVICE IS OUR
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HUTSON

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

Call Any Time

7531933

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps

et •POPLAR

"WEST KENTUCKY'S
Ti ANSPORTATION CENTER"
MONS 763-1372
.-

CPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT

so Zenith TVs
Chestnut Street

rtilizer

fro Sporting t.00ns
M.irrav Ky
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Easier money gives
Record Art Sale Set home builders hope
At Auction in London
At Christie's

from 81'z to 8 percent.
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
It was further backed up by
WASHINGTON (UPI) - a report from the United
With the prolonged 'tight States Savings and Loan
money" slump now apparent- League that deposits at the
ly over, the ... home building nation's savings and loans asindustry is looting forward to. sociations topped withdrawals
1971 as potentially the most by t1.2 billion in October.
productive period in 20 years. Best October
The NationaLtssociation of
The League said the net
Home Builders (NAHB), in a
year-end look at housing pro- savings figure was the best for
duction, predicted that pri- any October on record at the
vate housing starts will hit financial institutions which
between 1.6 and L65 million provide much of the nation's
mortgage!!',Rney;-.
units next year.
If construction reaches the
Hou"sing 'went into a tail1.65 million mark, it would spin in 1969 after starting the
14
about
of
be an increase
year at near record levels. It
per cent over 1970 housing
began a slow recovery in midabout
starts, no% estimated at
1970.
1.45 million units.
Most economists blamed
Since 1950, when a record the slump on the government's
were
homes
1.95 million
effort to check inflation by
started, the nation's housing clamping a tight lid on the
construction has topped 1.6 money supply. As a result of
million just twice - 1.646 mil- the tight money policy, inlion in 1955 and 1.642 mil- terest rates•soared and mortlion in 1963.'
gage money was often unavailMichael Sumichrast, NAHB able at any price.
chief economist, based his preThere was one somber note
at Christie's.
diction of a housing spurt on in the generally cheerful outAn art auction in progress
forecasts of increased private look for 1971. Even if 1.65
hy JOSEPH WHIT'!
Correspondent
savings, declining mortgage in- million units are started durCentral Press Association
--"Les Poseuses," terest rates and eased govern- ing the year, the nation will
women
nude
three
of
LONDON—A picture
poli- be no closer at the end of the
Seurat—vies sold in a London auction ment money and credit
by French artist George
over a million cies.
year than it was at the beginpounds,
430.500
g
-breakin
gallery for a record
Not long after Sumichrast s ning in providing enough housdollars.
Calibusinessman, Dr. Armand Hammer of
prediction, the maximum in- ing to guarantee every' family
An American oil
bidding
the painting. but in a neck-to-neck
rate on home mortgages a decent place to live.
terest
fornia, fought to get
combine.
In 1968, Congress set a goal
Poseuses" to an international art
by the Federal Housing
backed
race, he lost "Les
amous
Christie's, in whose world-f
of
26 million new or rehabiliVeterthe
and
tration
Adminis
This scene took place in
,
jewelry
the treasures --pictures. silver,
sales rooms can be seen
ans Administration was cut tated homes in 10 years. The
centuries.
porcelain---of a half-dozen
and sell," said one of their auc"Christie's. exists to advise
be- _
tioneers. "but long ago it
auctioneer said. "We
marketplace_ rates.- the
came more than a
charge 10 per cent compared
the
It's an institution
og with 11 in Paris, 12-20 in
Christie's sold the jewels
States, up to 20 tn
United
the
Mary. Queen of Scots,
• Otiver—atittzeriantii-swaddling clothes of or
taxes
no
has
13sitain
"Also.
Cromwell and Nelson's plan a
• custom's duties. The United
Battle at Trafalgar.
States has a 10 per cent federal
The founder cif this gallery.
tax on silver and )eweliry, and
James Christie. began sellinga four per cent New York City
art objects in 1763. He made
all art sales. In plainaneerusg a neepectable call- tax on
art busi- .
an sue- figures. it pays to do
to
vetoed
eie
in;
loess in London"
tk sa -n vernally bean to the
Christie's art experts are
.agoislied sensts--PI, •
best. One of
. •.gtt and Reynolds— among the world's
Ga.
example, was browswho ....mit Ics room as an ex- them, for
mg through a stack of pictures
hibitioc geaery
-when he came across a small
• • •
canvas. He immediately recogIN 7'HE early days most of
it as a Rubens. It beChristie's business came frcm. nixed
to a woman whose famiEngland. Today it comes from banged
had bought it in a junk shop
70 different countries Worts 1y
10 shillings 1$1.201. Chrisof art worth. more than 1120 for
it for 24,000 pounds
million change hands in London tie's sold
(5110,000i.
every year.
There are over 8,000 aur-Buyers and sellers come to
in Britain. But there
London because our auction tioneers
one Christie's.
houses charge lower commission is only

Real estate, show biz
joined in a big project
NEW YORK (UPI)- %hat
do real estate and show business have in common?
In the cast of comedian
Jerry Lewis, it means acquiring 5 million pare feet of
property and building 1,000
Jerry Lewis- Cirienun across the
_countryThe minion pietism minitheaters are being franchised
by Network Cinema Corporati-on. in which Lewis has a
principal and active inteieit.
The project covers 30 states
and the k irgin islands.
Gerald Entman, president
of Network (lingua, said minitheaters already are in operation in New York and New
Jersey. Others are nearing
completion in California, Colorado, Connecticut. Florida, Indiana, Illinois, Maine. Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and Utah.
tiirlitional sites will be in
oklahoma. Louisiana. Texas,
Washington. %isconsin. North
Carolina. Minnesota, Alassachusetts, \ri/ona Georgia, South
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Turkeys.
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mixed g
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s on a walk through KensingtonllGardens
A London kindergarten teacher takes her young charge

Not covered
NEW YORK (UPI)- When
Congress passed the Medicare
law four years ago, it included
nation has not yet come close
to the goal of 2.6 million
homes a year.
Construction of 1.65 million units next year would still
leave the natiorr about 21.5
million units short of its 10year goal with just seven yearr
left.

only those types of care considered most imporatnt to persons over 65 and those most
frequently needed.
Among the things not
covered, according to the Institute of lode Insurance: Custodial care, routine physical
checkups, services of Christian Science practitioners, dental care, routine foot care and
treatment of flat feet, bunions
and corns.

Don't hide policies
NEW YORK (UPI) - Don't
hide your life insurance policies in out-of-the-way places.
A mislaid policy delays the
processing of a claim. Keeping
them in a safe deposit box
also may delay payment, according to insurance authori4es. The box may be sealed
Ilntil it is convenient for a tax
examiner to be present after
the death of the box holder.

STUDENTS RAMPAGE
BARCELONA, Spain ( UPI)Hundreds of students rampaged
Monday
Barcelona
through
after police broke up a student
meeting at a university faculty.
The students stoned the
business of a former member
of the Spanish C,ortes ( Parlaiament ), disrupted traffic and
overturned two vehicles. Police
arrested 16 students.

MOST WANTED SPRING FASHION FABRIC
ON SALE MONDAY, MARCH 1st

72" BLAZER STRIPED
WARP KNITS
vi

Dakota, Arkansas, Kentucky',
Michigan, Ohio. Kansas, Airginia. West Virginia 'and the
Virgin Islands.
We have one of the largest
real estate departments in the
motion picture theater industry," Entman said.
_"We have inthnsified our
search throughodk the United
States for suitable locations for
motion picture mini-theaters.
Developed sites, as well as undeveloped tracts, are being
ftt in shopping centers. sohugand growing metropolitan areas. Because of the
relatively small space required.
ranging from 4,000 to 5,000
square 'feet, plus adequate
parking. depending upon seating capacity of the theater,
and because of the flexibility
of design and emineering,
can be
Jern Lewis Cirweis
installed in shopping centers,
stores, office buildings snd, of
course, as free-standing new
buildings to be specifically constructed."

IF CARP
remove sg
Blue Lu
shampooe

. . 72" Striped Warp Knits at an unbelievable
Another Fabric Scoop from the Remnant House .
Nylon, the ideal weight for Spring and Summer Dresses, Pant
low, low price! 80% Acetate, 20%
yard
large assortment of colors combinations. Every
a
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s
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Blazer
Bold
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s,
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Tops,
n Right Spring Fabrics
bolts. Never before anywhere such Fashio
full
and
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72"
full
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Qualit
First
at such a low, low price!!

• I
..
COMPARE THESE ELSEWHERE AT '3.99 yd. .
*
...
OUR REGULAR LOW DISCOUNT PRICE $1.99 yd.
ON SALE MONDAY ONLY!!
•
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Paris,Ten
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machine
and cab'
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Phone 753
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RETAIL
location.
fixtures.
Murray,
SIX YE
Excellent
436-2266.
SAVE $10
Tillers. 3
i161.92.
Catalog
Murray.7
150 BA
436-2194.

YOU say
wall carg
Blue Lu
shainpooe
"Home of
Well."
CHROME
chain
7534316.

five

430 CASE
12"spring
489-24n.

—72" 80 percent ,Acetate,
20 percent Nylon Warp Knit.

MUST SE
12 x 60, tlu

furnished,
best offer.

—Bold Blazer Stripes in New
Spring Colors
—First Quality , Full Bolls, Hand
Washable
—Brand New Fabrics from our
own Mills
—Save as much as $3.00 on every
yard
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3642.

Make a complete dress for only $1.12 worth
4 yards to make the
/
of material! It takes only 11
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will
size
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e
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material for sleeves'

SONG M
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Be There when the door opens Monday, 9:00 a.m.-sharp
for the Spring Fashion Fabric Buy of the season! On sale
Monday only, so come early for best selections. Quantities
are limited, none sold to dealers.
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Action People Use The Want Ads
FOR RENT
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REM. ESTATE FOR SALE - -10 x 50 MOBILE HOME, two
bedrooms, air conditioned. Nice
IF CARPETS look dull and drear, GOOD JAP hay. Phone 0.L
location, two miles east of town.
remove spots as they appear with Cain, 753-3537.
M2
Phone 901442-5370 after 4:00 p.m.
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
F27P
F27C 1969 BSA Firebird Scrambler
shampooer $1.00 Big K.
motor cycle. Excellent condition.
MODERN TWO bedroom furM2P
'HEAVY HENS, 10 months old, in Phone 767-4252.
nished apartments. Zimmerman
production. Ducks, Guineas and
Apartments, South 16th Street.
Phone
Hubert HOUSEBOAT, 26' x 12' wide,
Turkeys.
F27C
Phone 753-6609.
Fully equipped. 40 HP Johnson
Alexander,Sedalia 328-8563.
or
Phone
motor.
753-3619
753-7400
March 1P
WANT TO RENT I two or three
after 5.00p.m.
P77P
bedroom house. Must be comAPPROXIM-ATELY 1500 bales
fortable, with water and heat in
mixed good sound hay. 60c per
NOTICE
house. Would like it between
bale. Phone 492-8257. March le
Murray and Hazel. Will take a
ASSUME $18.50 a month
one year lease Contact A. C
1965 CHEVROLET, two door payment on small pianoAttractive brick home near Kirksey on over 13
Hooge, 9212 Jefferson Hwy.,
hardtop with factory air, stan- Leaches Music and T. V. in
Baton Rouge, La. 70809. Phone
acres of land. Paved road. All land cleared except
dard shift, new tires, 48,000 miles, Dixieland Center. 753-7575 TFC
Will consider house in
927-8009
living
has
House
ed
timber.
classifi
in
2 acres
one owner. Also two 14 inch snow
M2C
Murray.
area, kitchen, three bedrooms, bath
dining
room,
tires and wheels. Phone 492-8360
SEEN
and den plus attached car port. MUST BE
after 5:00 p.m. Also for rent, corn
ECONOMICAL, APARTMENTS
and tobacco ground with barn. 1.
and rooms to rent. For students
ury Estates perfect for two story
Canterb
in
LOT
TC
and others. Near campus. Phone
or split level home. Many Trees and modestly
March SC
753-4646.
priced.
Per
1968 NEW MOON Mobile home,
two bedrooms. House carpet
For information about these and our other
ROOMS FOR boys, near
Day
Benefit *11J
throughout. Air-conditioned.
University. Private entrance
Intonation
listings call:
Free
Excellent shape. Perfect for
with kitchen. $30.00 monthly each
153-9900-Nite phones 753-8958 or 75313616
small family. Phone 753-6737
boy. Utilities furnished. Phone
M2P
after 5:00p.m.
M3C
753-6638.
Insurance
FOR SALE

dens.
GE
in ( UPI)rampaged
Monday
p a student
ity faculty.
toned the
er member
s ( Pariaiatraffic and
des. Police

City Ordinance

FOR SALE

Wiswell
ORDINANCE Road; thence east with
ZONING
.
beginning
of
point
the
to
Road
AN
NUMBER 536, BEING
ORDINANCE FURTHER Section III: The following
AMENDING ZONING OR- described two (2) areas of the
DINANCE 491 OF THE CITY OF City of Murray, Kentucky, which
MURRAY, KENTUCKY. SO AS were recently annexed to the City
TO ZONE A RECENTLY AN- of Murray, Kentucle, and now
NEXED AREA OF THE CITY shown on zoning map inOF MURRAY, KENTUCKY; corporated in Zoning Ordinance
AND TO AMEND THE ZONING Number 491 are hereby zoned
MAP ATTACHED TO OR- "Zoning District R-1 (Residential
DINANCE NUMBER 491 AND District)", to-wit:
MADE A PART THEREOF BY
REFERENCE SO AS 10 SHOW
AREA I
THE NEWLY ANNEXED AREA
AND THE ZONING DISTRICTS Zoning
R-1
District
THEREIN.
(Residential District) Beginning
at point 191 feet north of the
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE northwest intersection of North
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE 18th Street and Melrose Drive;
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- thence west 225 feet to a point on
ALSO
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TO- the city limits; thence south with
Good Selection
WIT:
the city limits to a point on the
north right-of-way of Wiswell
The following
Section I:
Road; thence east with Wiswell
described area of the City of Road to a point on South 18th
Murray, Kentucky, which was Street; thence north with South
Dwain Taylor
recently annexed to the City o 18th Street to the point of
Charlie Jenkins
Murray, 1Sentucky, and now beginning.
shown on zoning map inJ. H. Nix
corporated in Zoning Ordinance
AREA II
Mac Fitts Number 491 is hereby zoned
A
District
"Zoning
R-1
District
Zoning
753-4199
We invite your listings!
(Agriculture)", to-wit:
MEN'S SILK and wool suits. Agency
ONE AND TWO tedfoorn tar( Residential Dijuict) Beginning
Zoning District A (Agriculture) at a point on drintersection of
First quality. $100.00 value, only
Airapartments.
nished
Beginning at a point 150 feet South 18th Street and Wiswell
$49.95. Big discounts on sport
conditioned, washers, dryers
south and 275 feet east from the Road; thence south 1780 feet to a
coats, jackets, pants, shirts, ties,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE available. Zimmerman ApartSouth
641
Hwy.
southeast intersection of Melrose point; thence east 880 feet to a
belts, etc.
Phone
Street.
16th
near ments, South
Drive and South 18th Street; point; thence north 445 feet to a
WHO DO YOU want to handle MOBILE HOME COURT
We also have ladies sportswear
M27C
7
753-261
Phone
753-6609.
University with 30 spaces on 44
thence east 848 feet to a point; point; thence east 82 feet to a
your real estate?
in nylon and polyester pant-suits,
mobile
thence south to a point on the point; thence north to a point on
One who is in Insurance Business acres. Seven rented
blouses and slacks at huge
and all ONE BEDROOM furnished
um"
north right-of-way of Wiswell the south .right-of-way of
me
and have prospects every day, homes includable. Court
mom
savings. Flower's Factory
am
condition apartment. Electric heat, air- row um
nce west with Wiswell Greenbrier Road; thence east
4ioad;the
and an auctioneer who meets facilities in excellent
acchlianed., rouples-or teacher--o_
Outlet, 118 East Washington.
ATTENTION BOYS!!
hundreds of people every time he and- paying-an estra high return- No pets, 1610 College Farm Road, I
Road to a point on the northeast with-Greenbrier Road to a point
1512P
Paris, Tennessee.
right and
&
intersection of Wiswell Road
LEDGER
has an auction and is also a on investment. Priced
....The
M27C
753-1600.
on the west right-of-way of
Multiple Listing? owner will carry 2-thirds at 6 per
of
and South 18th Street; thence Martins Chapel Road; thence
member
is now taking apTIMES
sewing
ZIG-Zag
MORRIS
north with South 18th Street to a north with Martins Chapel Road
Then you will choose the Wilson cent payable monthly.
plications for carrier
trailer, 12 x 50,
machine with all attachments
2
753-364
& Auction Co., Nice three bedroom brick at 520 1965 HOUSE
Estate
update
point 690 feet south of the to a point on the south right-ofto
Real
Maple
St.
401
Ins.,
order
In
routes.
urmshed, near University.
and cabinet, used three weeks,
intersection of Melrose way of Wiswell Road; thence
of it's kind in Whitnell Ave.
placed
one
southeast
only
who
the
boys
our files,
753-3895 or 753-3482. M3C
same as new. Will take half price.
County, at 202 South Beautiful white three bedroom Phone
Drive and South 18th Street; west with Wiswell Road to the
over three
Calloway
n
applicatio
an
p.m.
4:00
Phone 753-8243 after
brick, three tile baths and all
ANY PERSON who has out- 4th. Phone 753-3263.
thence east 275 feet to a point; point of beginning.
months ago should come to
F27P
standing debts against the estate Following are some of our ultra modern facilities for rwo BEDROOM house, furthence north 540 feet to the point Section IV: All the remainder
the office and reapply.
gracious living at 1209 Doran nished, Pine Bluff. Two bedroom
of Edd Mitchuson, contact Mr. listings.
of beginning.
routes are now
Several
good
Murray,
of that area of City of Murray,
in
STORE
RETAIL
Road.
trailer, four miles on East 94.
James E. Mitchuson, Dexter, FARMS
The following
filled
be
Section II:
will
and
open
and
Kentucky, which was annexed to
location. Will sell stock
Phone
M1C
t
Realty.
M1P
Bonduran
C.
753-66416.
0.
Phone
Route l.
described two (2) areas of the the City of Murray on the 10 day
40 acres with 7 acre corn base,
immediately.
fixtures. Write to P.O. Box 32 E,
27C
.22 dark tobacco base. Has two 753-9954 and 753-3460
City of Murray, Kentucky, which of December, 1970 is hereby
Apply in person to
F27C
Murray,Kentucky 42071
HUBERT DUNN is now working stall stock barn, tobacco barn
were recently annexed to the City zoned "Zoning District R-2
I
a
$75.00
duplex,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday and two bedroom frame. Real TWO STORY house with two car TWO BEDROOM
Murray, Kentucky, and now (Residential District)".
of
month. $50.00 deposit. Couple
shown on zoning map in- Section V: The zoning map of
SIX YEAR old Quarter horse. at zwhite Way Barber Shop. M4C nice dwelling on Wadesboro garage, across from new high preferred. No pets. See at 1601, t
school on Johnson Blvd. Four
corporated in Zoning Ordinance City of Murray, Kentucky, dated
Road.
Excellent pleasure horse. Phone
Farm Road or call 1-313- I
2 baths, living rOonr, 2C1o6112ege
1
M1C ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- Five acre farm, open land, bedrooms, 2/
Number 491 are hereby zoned the 30th day of January, 1969,
436-2266.
MIIP
"Zoning District R-3A
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. fenced, located on old Murray dining room, kitchen with builtattached to and made a part of
ins, large den with fire-place.
(Residential District)", to-wit: Zoning Ordinance Number 491 by
SAVE $10.00 to $40.00 on Wards Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- and New Concord Road.
three I
trailer,
for
Lor
LARGE
M4C
March 5C Three bedroom trailer and out- Phone 753-3058.
2 HP, $120.69, on 5 HP mington, Kentucky.
1
Tillers. 3/
reference, is hereby amended
21
/
miles from. Murray. Also 11
AREA I
building used for hog farming. On
$161.92. Montgomery Ward
and changed so as to coincide
for
base
tobacco
fired
dark
acres
land. Near New
40 acres
Catalog Agency, 510 Main,
with the provisions of this orMI
753-3629.
Phone
lease.
R-3A
SERVICES OFFERED
District
M4C
Providence.
Zoning
Murray. 753-1966.
The Clerk of the City of
dinance.
AUTOS FOR SALE
(Residential District ) Beginning Murray, Kentucky, is directed to
Other farms to pick from. Vacant
HELP WANTED
50c each
HENS,
LAYING
the
on New Concord Highway.
at a point 191 feet south of
amend said zoning map so as to
150 BALES good jap hay. Phone FURNITURE REFINISHING. lots
Down's Poultry Farm, New
and three
THE TRIANGLE Inn, now has southwest intersection of South reveal the zoning provisions of
M27C All work guaranteed. Free Two bedroom trailers
1968 FORD Torino GT. Extra Concord Hwy , phone 753436-2194. ."
trailers.
wi 16th Street and Belmont Drive; this ordinance.
M1C two private dining rooms. We
clean. Will sell cheap. Phone 492- 5147
pickup and delivery. Free bedroom
GS
time.
DWELLIN
thence west 1305 feet to a point; CERTIFIED AS APPROVED
full
cooks,
two
needing
natural
be
or
Antique
six
M2P
8327.
estimate.
DINING ROOM table and
veneer,
brick
bedroom
a
south to a point on the BY
Inn
'Three
Triangle
thence
to
person
in
AND
Apply
753ZONING
THE
chairs. Good condition. Phone finish. Jerry McCoy,
with
ROOM
LARGE
north right-of-way of Wiswell
ION OF
Aurora, Kentucky at Highway
March 31C two baths, baseboard heat, on
COMMISS
G
PLANNIN
F27P 3045.
753-1809.
March 1 Road; thence east with Wiswell CITY OF MURRAY, KENlarge lot, located on Highway 121 1962 RAMBLER convertible refrigerator. Private entrance, and 80 junction.
washer and .dr3)er available:
condition. Phone 753Good
Road to a point on South 16th TUCKY,ON THIS THE 26th DAY
Walt
YOU saved and slaved for wall to
1.'27( Modern with air-conditioner.
*Us 141-4i-Jarsatetiela
Street; thence north with South OF JANUARY 1971
Three bedroom brick veneer with 7506.
Oring
wall carpet. Keep it new with
Housekeep
:
Zimmerman Apartments, South WANTED
PRIVATE MUSIC
16th Street to the point of
VA loan. Located at 1657 Ryan.
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
March IC derly for Operating Room. Apply beginning.
Impala. t,r40 16th. Phone 753-6609.
S
only.
nt
LESSON
By
appointme
LET
CHEVRO
1966
s- Bob Billington
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
in person, Nursing Office,
In Bass Guitar, 5-String Banjo Four bedroom dream house with door hardtop, red. Factory air
Secretary of Zoning and Planning
County
ay
"Home of the Wishing
-Callow
Murray
and air. power steering, A-1 conditi, ARC GERMAN Shepherd pupAREA II
Commission of City of Murray,
F27C and Classical Guitar are being two baths, central heat
March3C
Well."
Hospital.
organized. Register now. Only two story, large dining room, and local owner. Phone 753-2385, after pies, black and silver, 7 weeks
Kentucky
N11C
R-3A
District
M1C
Zoning
old. Phone 753-8351.
a limited number of students many other features. Located or 5;..301)-rn.
CHROME DINE1 it table and
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY (Residential District) beginning PASSED ON FIRST READING
3'4 acre, near zcoldwater.
will be accepted.
five chairs. Bronze finish. Phone
'Small two bedroom, clean as a 1965 El.('AMINO, white with red FOUR CRAIGAR Mag wheels, taking applications for energetic at a point on the intersection of BEFORE
call:
interested
II
COMMON
THE
F27C
753-5316.
pen, located on two acres, near
Will fit Ford or Chrysler women. Apply at Midtowner South 16th Street and Wiswell COUNCIL OF CITY OF
CHUCKS MUSIC
interior . Radio and factory air A 15".
Flint church.
ured cars. E70-18- Motel, Monday, March 1st from Road; thence south to a point on MURRAY, KENTUCKY, on the
CENTER
real sharp car. Phone 753-1277 manufact
430 CASE TRACTOR and three
Goodyear wide oval tires, 10:00 acm. to 2:00 p.m. No phone the city limits; thence west 458 25 DAY OF February 1971.
M2C
nights.
753-5175
Ky.
or
Murray,
days
Phone
St.,
plows.
1411 Main
12" spring trip Ford
F27C feet to a point on the southwest
Three bedroom under conGoodyear white letters. Almost calls please.
F27P
Phone 763-3662
489-2429.
corner of the city linitts; thence
very reasonable.
struction, with loan.
sell
new.
Will
Holmes Ellis
1967 MUSTANG convertible, 289,
Bilbrey's. Phone 75.3-5617 or 753- 'WANTED R. N. or L.P.N., 3-11 north 'with' titl! city limits to a
lots, some
lake
several
have
e
Mayor, City of
c
home,
automati
mobile
1960
power steering,
MUST SELL:
Wiswell
of
south
feet
M1C
300
point
1257.
Murray, Kentucky
2 bath, DOZING, $8.00 per hour. No job with trailers and some without. transmission. Also 1960 Falcon
/
and or 11-7 shift. Salary excellent.
12 x 60, three bedrooms, 11
city
the
with
Road; thence west
Wilson Ins, Real 289, 4 speed. Phone 753-7876 after
good Fringe benefits. Write Mr. Sam limits to a point south of the
furnished, gas heat. $3900.00 or too small. No large )obs please. Come into
& Auction Co., 202 South 5:00p.m.
Attest:
M2P APPALOOSA HORSE and
Administrator, .203 E.
best offer. Phone 753-9849. F27C Reliable service. New man in Estate
saddle. H-Farmall tractor, real Gray,Street, Mayfield, Kenttkity west property line of Dr. C. ti. Stanford Andrus
Murray,
753-3263.
call
or
4th
753Phone
North
aod
Murray area.
line;
property
Jr.
west
Warner,
disc
good condition, plow,
MIC
Ky. Home phone 753-5086.
M2C
Clerk, City of Murray, Ky.
Phone 2474320.
M5P
GREEN ANTIQUE china cabinet 8548.
thence north to a point on the
cultivator, mower and equipmenfk2066,
1TC
with glass door. Good condition.
south right-of-way of Wiswell
to go with it. Phone 435-5312 MIP
three
F27C
BRICK,
WANTED
Phone 436-2240.
HELP
WILL STAY with elderly pet-son BLONDE
one
or mothers with new babies, do bedrooms. 24 x 30 garage, on
898ONE BEDROOM furnished
light heusekeeping. References acre land in Reidland. Phone
apartment, air-conditioned,
F27C
MOBILE HOME Insurance. furnished. Phone 753-1518. M1C 2618.
electric heat. Water and sewer
Broad coverage. Low rates.
. Phone 753-9741.
Inwith
all
your
furnished
for
us
house
with
Check
BY OWNER: Frame
WANTED TO BUY
M2C
Available March 1st.
surance before you buy.
garage, carpet, drapes, electric
Centrally
ng.
Galloway Insurance and Real
conditioni
air
heat,
WANT TO BUY: Used mobile
Estate Agency, phone 753$12,500.00. Phone 7531968 TWO bedroom trailer. Extra
M2C Located,
7534980.
Phone
•mes.
Full Time Job
F27C
March4r
3842.
4448 after 4:00 p.m.
nice, air-conditioned, near
University. Phone 753-3895 or 753Person
in
Apply
FOR SALE OR RENT
M2C
WANT TO BUY; used 26 inch
3482.
SONG MODEL 650 professional bicycle, preferable girls. Price
at
tape recorder, two months old. reasonable. Phone 767-4775 after
M2F 1967 HOUSE TRAILER, 10 x 42,
Lists for 9450.00. Will sell for 5:00 p.m.
CARD OF THANKS
M2F
electric heat, air conditioned.
$350.00. Phone 1'53-3467
F27C
Phone 753-7583
The family of Mr. I..T.Willis
logs and standing
wish to express their thanks and
GOLF CLUB% four woods, two WANT TO buy;
for sale liunber
NOTICE
NOTICE
Irons, two putters, bag. Also timber. Also have
appreciation to their many
Murray Saw Mill
Kawasaki motor cycle, C.C. three and sawdust.
friends for floral designs, food,
753-4147
Phone
Co.
(.3 linder, 1969 model. Take ovir and Lumber
visiting and prayers. A special
TEC
MX
payments. Call 733'6869
thanks to Rev. C.E. Timberlake
and St. John Baptist Church; also
WANTED TO RENT
Hwy. 94 - East of Mum
a special thanks to the Rutledge
ONE 14 Chariots bull Weighs 800
lbs 11 months old Price 1250.00. WANT TO RENT two bedroom
Funeral Home.
M2C
Wife. Leurine, children, and
Phone 753-1236
I.
house in country with garden
family.
F27C
ce. Phone 753-5240.
FRU WITH
ONE MALE black registered
,j0111.11:1,4k...r
COUPON
Dachshund pup, priced $35.00
WANT TO RENT two bedroom
YOUR CHOICE
Phone 753-2378.
apartment or home for March,
AarartAktj
the U.S helicopter base at Khe
LAOS INVASION BACKUP- --You're lookins down on
yrith
couple
For
May.
and
April
3/8/71
ehoppt.is aie used to keep
Through
-**
GoodThe
""--77South
Vietnam.
01tri
of
77
1
1970 HONDA motorcycle,250 CC.
Sanh, near the Laotian border
Children. References a
IWO
thc Ho Chi Minh Trail
against
Akii •
Just like new. priced to sell.
the South Vietnamese supplied on the Laos invasion
deposit furnished. Phone 751'
Phone 753-7930 after 5:00 p.m. MI
March1C
7720

HOSPITAL
INSURANCE
$ n
Room ,

McCONNELL

Town & Country Real Estate

More Arriving
Daily
NEW
PICK-UPS

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think of--Hughes Paint
Store

Circulation
Manager

103 N. 4th St.

- Wanted
Typist

Ledger & Times

GORDON'S FRUIT and FISH MARKET
COUPON

3-lb. bag of Apples
1 -lb. Mixed Candy

A
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Pleasant Recovery

Red Forces...

Tornadoes
Hit Deep
South Again

SATURDAY—FEBRUARY 27 1971

Funeral Is Sunday
For Murray Man

Honor
Roll Given
By Principal

urrERs—gErriliott&MaZel

(Continued From Page Owe
Funeral services for Roland
("ntinued rrn2Page°n°
strikes on a Communist face
"Chuck'
Crider will be held work toward a better life is
they battled all day Friday. The
fighting 10 miles northwest of Sunday at two p.m. at the St. through freedom of speech.
John's Baptist Church with Rev. Without our ccitintry's belief in
the capital of Phnom Penh
If wise men turn chance into good shott of remarkable that his girl friend,
freedom of speest, you might not
continued into the night, but Williams officiating.
fortune. Jeff Lineburg, a Murray State Jane Ann Stewart, a Murray student from
Burial will be in the Murray have a newspaper in which to The honor roll for the 4th six
By United Press International spokesmen said they had no
University student from Madison, Ind , Princeton. Ky., should notice the car—
is wise indeed. And richer by the price with a different colored top, at that—
A howling winter storm casualty reports by this morn- Cemetery with the arrangements write.
weeks at Hazel Elementary
while looking over car lots on the way.
by the Rutledge Funeral Home If one supports the American School as released by the privyof a car
paralyzed
communities in Cen- ing.
Lineburg turned around and drove
Lineburg's 1966 Corvette was stolen
tral and Northern Minnesota In PhrichnoPenh, terrorists where the wake wilt be held way of life, one should be willing cipal, James R. Feltner, is as
Dec. 1 after he left it in a parking lot back to the lot, where he convinced the
today as it racked the Upper threw a plastic charge on a tonight (Saturday from seven to to hear both sides of an issue.
while attending a Murray State basket- car lot manager the car was his by proEvery man,according to our law, Grade 4:
ducing from the vehicle a hidden extra
ball game.
Midwest with winds up to 60 busy downtown street this ten p.m.
Nancy Murdock,
is
entitled to a fair trial and is Sharla Stanley, Sandy Hutson,
He recovered it last month in Louis- key and a gas bill—addressed to his
Crider,
age
67,
is
survived
by
miles
an
hour
and
morning
but
it
failed
to
blocked
Murray
vacation
beroommate—used
to
keep
the
conville at the end of Christmas
roads with snow drifts up to explode. Police said a man his wife, Mrs. Sally Crider, a considered innocent until proven Lisa Mathis, Debbie Miller, Joel
cause, by chance, he drove back to Mur- vertible top in place.
patient at the Convalescent guilty. Mr. William Kunstler is White, Sheila Phillips, Conda
Further proof was furnished by Jefive feet deep.
ray on a road he'd never used before.
riding on the back of a
The car was rm a used car lot on Dixie ferson County police, who checked the
At Aitkin, the National Guard motorbike tossed the charge on Division of the Murray-Calloway upholding the basic values of our Sutbblefield, and Ricky Garland.
Highway, by chance, but it was nothing engine serial number.
Armory was opened for trave- the sidewalk close to the County Hospital; one son, J. C„ country in his defense of any
Grade 5: Brad Cook, Gina
lers stranded by heavy snows, Mondial Hotel—the first terrorist Crider of Chicago, Ill.; several person accused of a crime, Crabtree, Tammy Feltner,
nieces and nephews.
whether he expresses viewpoints Paulette Hooks, Michael Irvin,
which
broke
power lines. act in a week.
man
was similar to the defendent's or not. Rex Jackson, Cindy Masteria,
Virginia, a town of 12,000, was In the Laotian fighting, the The Murray
without power. Cars and trucks Communists overran Hill 31 pronounced "dead from Suf- Your statement that the Board Johnny McNutt, Krista Russell,
focation" at 6:08 p.m. Thursday of Regents has as a purpose "to and Shane Tidwell.
From The
were
reported
abandoned Thursday, a strategic South
everywhere. Travel west of Vietnamese outpost on Highway by Calloway County Coroner Max butt heads with reality", is Grade 6:
Susie Adams,
Minneapolis was at a standstill 9. The fate of the 450 paratroop Churchill after a fire in his illogical in your argument that Dwayne Barrow, Kevin Barrett,
are
wrong
in
allowing Terri Erwin, Cheryl Holsapple,
apartment at 403 North 2nd they
late Friday and police blocked defenders was not known.
NEW YORK (UPI)—Common
Street in the Murray Municipal Kunstler ..and others to speak.
raods out of the city.
(Reg. US. Pat. Off.)
A
the
Glen Redden, and Bryon Scott.
week
ago,
Communists
stocks seem to be "relentlessly
The intersection of 14th and
At • least a dozen or more also forced the evacuation o Housing Commission elderly How could the Board meet reality
Grade 7:
Regina Cook,
spiraling upward," Abraham & By United Press International Main Streets was the scene of two
if
housing
project.
no
one
was
allowed
to
speak
tornadoes whipped through the Landing Zone Ranger, slightly
SPACE CENTER, Houston—
Theresa Dover, Teesa Erwin
Co. says. But the company is
traffic collisions on Friday afwho did not comply in most ways
Rita Gibson, and Teresa Gibson.
"inclined to believe that the Apollo 14 astronaut Edgar D. ternoon, according to the in- South Friday. It was the second to the north of Landing Zone
with their beliefs? It is much
which
was
Grade 8: Mary Cavanaugh,market has, at least temporari- Mitchell after being released vestigating reports filed by the barrage of twisters to hit the Ranger South
more
real
seeing
and
hearing
a
area in five days and was abandoned Friday.
Alene Paschall, and Joni Tidwelt;
ly, outrun realities." Abraham from 20 days of quarantine:
officers of the Murray Police
person and being able to ask him
"I'm just glad to be back in
spawned by a squall line that The Communist attack on Hill
foresees a -seemingly inevitaDepartment. No injuries were.
questions than it is seeing and
set off flash flooding in 31 was supported by tanks.
February
25,
1971
bled' deceleration of either -an the world again."
listed on the reports.
hearing a person through the
Southeastern Mississippi, AlaADULTS 103
unusually wide reaction or ...
Three cars were involved in the
news
media and not being able to
WASHINGTON
—
Solicitor
bama
and
Georgia.
NURSERY 7
unusually prolonged phase of
collision at 3:15 p.m. They were a
converse with him.
Gen. Erwin N. Griswold on the
Tornado Strikes
trading conslid.ation."
1966 Plymouth two door owned by
One tornado struck near
policy of not automatically
Your last statement seems to
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Joe Lasater and driven by
telling
defendants
if
wire
taping
Ruleville; Miss., where resBaby' Boy McDougal (Mrs. defeat the purpose of your Federal State Market News
Fundamental economic and
Dayton Lee Lasater of 816 South
Elva McDougal), 104 Hickory editorial. You said, that young Service
financial forces do not suggest evidence has been gathered 9th Street Extended, Murray; a idents were still struggling to
February
24,
recover from last Sunday's
Dr., Murray.
people today,"sbould realize that Wednesday
to Lionel D. Edie & Co. that against him:
1969 Chevrolet four door driven
"The government is required
twister that claimed 101 lives. Thomas E. Throgmorton of
just possibly a person twice their Mayfield, Kentucky
"we are witnessing a funby.-Dwight Kenneth Mills of
age just might have learned Farmers Livestock Market:
DISMISSALS
damental turn in long-term to affirm or deny the existence 1706'7 Main Street, Murray; and However, it caused no apparent Route Four, Kevil, working with
the Kentucky Hgihway Depart- Mrs. Warlick Phillips, and something In that two or three Livestock weighed on arrival.
Interest rates." The company of an illegal electronic surveil- a 1964 Oldsmobile four door damage.
At least seven twisters were ment, was injured in an accident Baby GiEl, 1713 W. Walnut St., decade margin." Mr. Kunstler is Cattle this week 606
says the odds are that it is too lance • if, and only if, the owned by Ted Potts of Murray
early in the cycle for that to defericlant first raises claim Route Seven and driven by counted in Alabama and caused Friday on Glendale Road in Benton,:Miss Lisa Marshall, Rt. twice the age of most college Calves this week 50
2, Calvert City, Mrs. Ynema students, and he just might have COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
happen. "A further moderate that the case against him is Marilyn Potts Garland of Murray an estimated $200,000 in dama- Murray.
ges as they destroyed 15 homes, Reports are he was caught Wright, Rt. 1 Box 99, Murray, learned something that would be Slaughter cows and bulls steady,
decline in long-terift'Nes is affected by such illegal activi- Route Four.
seven buildings, knocked down between a loader and truck. He Elmus Outland, Rt. 4, Murray, valuable for others to hear, Slaughter calves and vealers
more likely, particularly in the ty.."
Police said all three cars were
trees and threw a trailer,atop .a was treated_ at the emergency Miss Christine Mitchuson, Rt, 1, whether they agree with him Of 3.00-4.00 lower, feeder steers and
case of corporate bonds;_'. Edie
going -east on Main Street.
heifers 1.013-2.00- lower. •
EUTAW, -A1a.--Mrs. Willie
house in Greene County.
believes.
room of the Murray-Calloway Murray, Miss Deborah Hughes, not.
Lasater had stopped for traffic
•
Johnson describiatg a tornado
At least four tornadoes hit County Hospital at 1:50 p.m. and Box 1 Woods Hall MSU; Murray, I hope that as adults we can SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
waiting to turn left on 14th Street.
A sign of the "market's which ripped through her town: Mills was stopped waiting .for parts of West and Central transferred to the Western Mrs. Vennie Bishop, New Con- realize the importance of 20,00-22.75, Cutter 18.00-20.00,
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1 Grate
5 Merganser
9 More
crippled
it Don,*si Kates
12 Distant
13 Evaded
15 Demons
16 Separate
18 And
19 Race of
lettuce
20 Horse's neck
hair
21 Plunge
22 Printer's
measure
23 Pasteboard
24 Monetary
penalties
29 Pd
26 Suspend
27 Answer the
purpose
29 Ripped
30 Symbol for
thulium
32 Raued
33 Serene
34 For shame,
35 Cover
36 Turkish
regiment
17 Ventilates
38 Part of
lac kit
40 King of
birds tot s.
42 Chemical
compound
43 Spirited
horse
44 Chore
45 GIO's
neename
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Man's name
Place
Make ready
Cubic meter
Seer
ingredrent
Large bird
Marriage
Citrus fruit
Wait on
Grain
Changes
color of
Coniunction
Shaded walk
Est
Money
Tined land
Most
difficult
Most sacred '
Carpenter's
Mel (pl.)
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Drycleaning

on nangers with any

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

•

DRIVE-UP
WINDOW
Open Daily from 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
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